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THE EFFECT OF THE PRESIDENT'S TAX PLAN
ON STATE AND LOCAL TAXPAYERS

WEDNESDAY, MAY 29, 1985

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2255,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. David R. Obey (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Obey and Stark.
Also present: Scott Lilly, executive director; and William R.

Buechner, Dena Stoner, and Carl Van Horn, professional staff
members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE OBEY, CHAIRMAN
Representative OBEY. Good morning. Today, the Joint Economic

Committee will begin 2 days of hearings on how the proposed elimi-
nation of the Federal tax deduction for taxes paid to State and
local governments will affect the fairness of the current tax
system, and how it will affect our Federal system of taxing and
providing for the common good at the local, State, and national
levels.

The President announced last night that he was including the
proposed elimination of these deductions in the so-called tax simpli-
fication package which he is sending to the Congress. He claims
that his plan is simple, equitable, fair, and revenue neutral.

I share the desire of most Americans for a Tax Code which is less
complex and which treats all the taxpayers more fairly. But, based
on those standards, in my judgment, the President's plan is very
disappointing.

It is hard to overlook the fact that many reforms are not in this
package, reforms that have been on almost every tax reform list
for decades. Even reforms which were included in the original
Treasury Department reform package have been eliminated in the
President's proposal. They include the first-year expensing of oil
drilling costs, the taxation of real capital gains as ordinary income,
and more significant reform of accelerated cost recovery.

But most disturbing, at least to me, are the implications of the
elimination of the deduction for State and local taxes. When the
Federal income tax was first adopted, it was simple, it was straight-
forward, and most people felt it was fair. They didn't like the fact
that they had it, but they thought it was probably pretty fair. It
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was three pages in length. The staff has distributed a copy of the
original tax form, and taxpayers had to fill in only a few spaces.

On the third page, which was then the last page of the Federal
tax form, one of those deductions which existed since the beginning
of the Federal income tax was for State and local taxes. In all of
the years we have had the Federal income tax it has been felt that
Americans should not pay taxes on money which they had already
paid in taxes to another jurisdiction. It is hard for me to see how
reversing that simple principle will add either simplicity or fair-
ness to our tax system.

[The tax form referred to follows:]
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tO uf mum Dit 1c t01Lhftl Form 1040. lat ra Di N MEB=lL Eu1ntE Mabn(

ijst ho _ INCOME TAX. file Do. ...

- .----------- District of . F ---.--.-.---------------. OR FtAILURE TO SlOAE THIS RBETR Pu Assosstnt Lost _
THE HANDS Of THE COLULCTOR OF

Note reCeided ,,,,,, . ........... ,............ SITERNAs REVENUE ON OR EFORE Pag . Line ...
MARCH I IS $20 TO 51t000.

(s c ,o 5 , x c x uc r 's o . s)

UNITED STATES INTERNAL REVENUE.

RETURN OF ANNUAL NET INCOME OF INDIVIDUALS.
(-. e Wd bns s. c -so- r .spr. n 3. sass.)

RETURN OF NET INCOME RECEIVED OR ACCRUED DURING THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31t 191_
-(F. Toe YU . .1 35. reoa WArucH 1 Tn sc ms se on.)

Filed by (or for) ............... .. . ................. of _---- -.
(/5 U .. 01 s .t....... 10 .0 l.) 0f UIN.5....

ir the City, Townt or Post Office of ......... . f... ...... .
( IU 1. nsa.. I ..0 C Os o 1" . .o l 0 ..)

L Goose ( pep 2, Hoe 12) .

tL GOos Do..Ce ONa (see page 3, tine 7)

5 77r Tmo 1 . i
De- .utin and e.... t.o.. l.lowed In n ncom.......... e subject to the nor.al t. o. . er cent...
Deductions and *eam ptions allowed in coputing income subpect to the n.,nel Isx of I per cent.

4 Divideode sod re: erciogs reosined or e ed, ot corpora.
toJ etc., sabject to like to. (See pege 2, lio 11) . B. S _ .__

r A.-oot of icoo.e ca which the noceneI to s hbben dedocted
aod withbeld ec the sro-. (See page 2, tie 9, cIoto. A).. - -

o. 8peoitc oetompdox otf ,000 or Z4,000, sa tbo oee moay be. i
lss t torleaCtiODs 3 od 19) ------ --------------- ----------

Tot.a ddoctiuoe ed s.oepios. (Iters 4, 5, and 6)

7. Tuasa-s Iseo us wbhich ths -or t to s t oarI -r -t to bes ho. toltoA (RSe T--in-rrin 3)t --------,.l,.,,l....... ......
S. When the net Income shown abone en line 3 exceeds $20,000, the additional tax thereon must be calculated as per schedule below:

NXCOwa TAX.

I per CeMt Oa IDDoat o-ee t20.030 sod cot eaceedieg 360,000.... t ...... .,,i ,:.. - - = ,
2 50,00 ' " 75.000 _ . ... _...... --.- -- --

3 ~~~~~~~75 f,000 100'O .... ........... -------------- ---------- ------- -------~ ~~
4 " " 103030 ' 250,0X00.. ----------- ------- ----------- ~~~ ~~-~-~ ~
6 250 03o ' r1o Xi 0 .. -- ---..-. ~-------------- ~.... .

S M OOD ................................ --------------------- ---------- -------- ......... ....... .

Tota Addi.io.s.I o eo pee t . ....-.. .... - . . ...... -

Total norwal ta I lt pen reet of .. ount ende eox loine 7) -.-. i.S..

Tot.] tas ltbiity ...... ,.,.,,,.... t.,,,.i.. ,

----------
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2

GROSS INCOME.

Thls stotrinst jost loh e -i flprpr s s entire amount of anS proit, d income r-ccitrd ~y or accrued to the individttl
from o11 soure.s duriog the ,ear specified on. poe 1.

DESCRIPTION OF INCOME. anmiiama a.. o,.a inani 'oe itiso k

1. Tn-tl .aoa.tderied irom -1.frina ge., or coupeintion for p i
p- r... Ir -ice ol hate-e kind *nd i. w-ele el fo-s paid. t ..................... ...................... .. ... .. t... ...... .:..

2. Tonlamountd'ied Inomproletaions vocntios budnei i
trde, commerce. aruleasordcaliugu in paopetybetbercal .!
iD r or noptn ..........relan......... l od....... .s n -

3. Total ainnuno deried tins renba ond Ira-,, iotiemt on not
mortgages, and recuems (other tbon repoted on li-e. 5 1
aod o) -- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --.---- -- ----------..... .. .. . ...... .... ... ..... .. ......... .... ......... ....

4. Toitl omnunt of goint and pro6ts denied troni partnemhip
bnire s nhrtbhr theimebedineh de---dr d n-d dincib hinted scant.. . e ....... . . .. , !

5. Totnf amount of fred .nd dsiertnina-te annual pcoLnsi
-nd income denied hrom interest npen boo e and mot- I
sagee or deeds ol trout, orter teiilar obagntons of I I
COrpOmraODPs joint-flock coinpanies or ameisoctions, arid
in..urneecumpanimwbether poyabte linuayorataborteri
or longer perid.- ............................... ------- .... ------ -

5. Total ..uni.t of income deried fromcoapons checks, r bills i | i
7 o eTctaingn toe or - eyment oi otere-h npoa bonds mo-d i

in .oreign Oununries eno upon forrigneimo'lgtoor or like obligo.
tiona (not payable in the United ) alo loom coo-
pons. checks, or bills of exchange oar aria mymrnt of an-y
dividends open tke stock nr interesa apoo tke oblicstioou; ot
foreign corporations, amociatinos, nnd innsmnece cnmpnnirsi
enggTed in biness in -reign eountn-es ---- ......... .........-. .. ... ... _

7. Total amAot of iConne rrceived Iron dcre _-. s -. I

i. Total amOont of incanie deried I din any eource nstkteotr. | j
not scifird or etkd elsewhere on this page. -- --- ---- ... j to -- -- ---- ---- 1 --

9, T-- -G . toeob.a.I -. ... .........

NOTE-Carra.i. ,11. >.5 iian A .n... Ua a .r sun pro ..

t0. AooCn ion Tar TOTL or Co,OL.Nas A nAtl B .................................. .... t,_,,'.. !j

lIt Tota aemount af incomr derihed from dividends on the stock or from the nctn mrnings of mepo.
ootiana joint finch companies, noacitjoas, or mesrnenoe comnaim s ubject to like too. $ . ...... ...

12. Torni.S Grors taaoms" (to he entered on line 1 of finst poge).. .- .---- S---- ----- |---
_ = S ..- _I L_
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GENERAL DEDUCTIONS.

1. The nnont of .ve 'y expentse anot.ily paid in eareyitg on linniona, hot not in.inding
bhsineen copens oo partner.hips, nod not i.ncnding pevn.onl, living, or family nopen.ee... ..

2. A1! inter-v paid witbin the yetr en pona-.! indebtednma of txpye . ....

3. .11 notional. ,Stain, noty, ahool, and tnoicipal taes pid witbin the year (nt inlodi'g Lhse
aoatstexd egninnr foes! benefits)-.. r - m

t. Lteen aetnafly sovtainnd dariog the year inac.-d in trade or armiing fIrm IIrn, storns, or
ehipo-mek, and not eorpone.ted for by inrnn-nce or othorwite ---- - ------.----.-..--------- ----- ---- ----

5. Debt. doe ohiO, have bee act-Ily sanertained to be northlhIr tad which hove been charged
off within the y.et

6. Aioant nepreeoeviog a rea-onoble alloe-ane foe the v-h-aoLinn, v-ear, nd tar of proprvty
ariing ant of ito one oe nmploy.tont in the bhiassn, not to eneeed, a the cane of eoine
5 por cent of the grow_ nioe at the mine of the ontpat for the year foe whicb the eampotalien
is made, bat no dedociot shall be made for any amonot of spe ie of restoring peorpety
or making good the enhanetton thereof, for which an allowanceis or he been mode.

7. Tottl "G.teas, Daeccetore" (to be entered no line 2 of Seat page) ...

AFFIDAVIT TO BE EXECUTES BY INDIVIDUAL MAKING HIS OWN RETURN.

I olemoly fswear (or affrm) that the lerngoing retain, to the bet of ty khnoledge aiid belif, -oninins iraI and vomplft
acteet vtof all pain, profi and intome reeived by or a-r-ed to ne d-riog the year foe which, the retarn is ade, and that Iare

entitled to all the dedcti.on., ond-eoetptiovr entered or oAited thervin, andre the Federal foro.loo Lao of Octobee 3, 1913

Swore to and sobseibed before me this.

day of ----------------- f---- -i--iarr--i 191at_

l.L .... ,,,,,,,,,...............,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,.,:,

AFFIDAVIT TO BE EXECUTED BY DULY AUTHORIZED AGENT MAKING RETURN FOR INDIVIDUAL.

7 moletmnly oear Ioe affrm) that I h-ve eafficient knoledge of the fflaire and property ol ._ - .

to oa.ble me to rAne a fo1l end eamplete rtors thereof, red that the foregoing remain, to the best of my kho-redge c-d belief, -entoire

tote and complete atonement of aD gains, prfits, *nd ineone received by or nocr-ed to said indimid-nl during the yetr for which the
rtean is .. de, and that the Mid ifdieidool is entitled, nader the Fedreaf Inno n-fa 1 a of October 3, f103, to 11 the dednodnas
and esemptions entered or claimed therein.

Sworn to -nd rboaeihbef before me tbis...

day of ,totlD

d0 l-Lt|,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, jnt$,,,, ....... ............. ...,,,,............ 1.,,,,_

........9.,.............. ........................ ................................. .......................

b StT oCrstr .i

s 2-'' ' ~~SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON BACK OF THfS PAGE i
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INSTRRUCTIONS.

1. Thi retr *shll be ade by evey citiee d the United
Stttce, whether redidieg at home or abroad, nd by evey peeco
reaiding in the United Sttes, though not . citioen thereolf bhaing
a net innet of $3,t00 or aver for the taxble yer, and L.o by
evcry noorsideoa alien derbiig intme som property owned
eand haiems trade, or profedin caried en in the Unitd Sta
hy him.

2. hona -n individoel by reason of minority, sdckne.s or
other dihbilitjer absence frot the United Sttee, is uable to
onake hi o. n return, it may be made for him by his duly ath.or-
tsid represntative.

3. The na.sl coo of 1 per cent hshll be staed oo the tottl
nit interMn ;ta the epecafic exemption of S30000 c $4t000 as the
ease may be. (For the year 1913, the pcific esemption low.-
hle is $2,Ct0 or S3,333.33, ea the ea.e may be.) If, hoevr,

the normal tat has bean deducted and withheld on any part of
the income at the ource, or if nay part of the income i received
as dividends upon the etock or firom the net erning of eny cur-
poation, etc., which is taable upon its net inaome, ach incot e
eshll be deducted from the individual' total net ieses for the
purpoes of ealcolating the amount of inaome en which the indi-
vidual is liable for the normal ta of 1 per cent by vitle of this
retrn. (See page 1, line 7.)

4. The edIfs or sp`r car shall be calculated s stated on
Page 1

5. Thi return hall be Sled with the Collector of Internal
tevesue for the distict in which the individul resides i he has

no other pLco of buainem, otherw.ae i the ditict in which he
ha his proindpl psoro/ f busin; or in case the peeron reiddo in
a inreiga country, the wi-th the collector for the disict in
which his principal busines i catied on in the Uailed Staes.

0. This renum mast be filed on or before the firet day of Mrch
succeeding the cloe of the calendar year for which return is made.

7. The pseolty lorfa f -ilee tofi thC return witin t oe !ic pni-
fed by IC bi 320 to $l,000 In case of refuo or rgl eel to reoder
the return within the reqaired tiee (except in c-ea of sicknes
or abeence), 50 pe cenc shall be added to anouat of ta aeed.
In rose o faire orfraudtnolnt return, 100 per cent hall be dded to
such tL, and any patron required by law to make, reder, sigo.
or verity any return wbo makes any iaiee o indaient return or
statement with intent to defeat or en-d the assent requiced
by this eection to be made shall be gualty of a isudemeanor, aud
shaU be fned n ot ane.eding $2,000 or be imprisoned not exceed-
ing oDe yer, or both, at the discretion of the court, with the coet
of prosecution.

8. When the reurn is not filed within the required tine by
reason of ckhne1 or absence of the individul an extension of
time, not euceeding 30 days from March 1, within sehich to fie
ech reltrn, msy is grated by the collector, penidad a appli-
cation thenor is made by the indixidoa1 within the peiod for
which ench e-txenioo is deired.

9. Thi return propely filled out moun be made unde oath
or affirmation AEdavite may be made bore any office

toriref by Ir to admuior e tha b I before a justice of the
peace or mgiette, not oneg a el, oc-tifloit of tir sled of the
mr as to th outhoip of ea olfoer to administer oaths should
be uttaod to the retu

10. Enpense foe medicl atteiance, store counnts l'mily
supplie, nige of domesic arata cost of toard, room. or
hoes renot faIuily or peroasl o-e, ore -ot openses that coo i-
ded;. from pre y tosn. In r an tindididul out-, hi, onn
resideuce he cn net deduct ctfe.-tiaoted tune of his rut.

neither shal he be requird to include eac etimted rntal of
tot home income.

11. The farr, in computing the aet income from hi frm for
his anuoal return, shf iclude al money. reived for prodecs
and animal aId, end inc the wool and hides of animals slaugh-
tered, proided each sool and hides a sold, d he shU deduct
thneerom the sums artalrly paid as purchase moosy for the
aim sld or taughbtered darig the yer.

Who animals wore noed by the owner and are old or slaugh-
tned he ball not deduct their value a enp es or lass He
may deduct the amount of monoy sctafly paid .s expense for
psoducing any fm poduct, live etock, etc. Ia deducting
expenre lor renr oi - fam prperty the amount dedactod muot
not exceed the amount mctally expended for euch repai dor-
iLg the year for which the return is mde. (Se. page 3, item 6.)
The cost of eplciang tool or machinery is a deductible expense
to the extant that the sut- of the nate aricles does net eareed
the value of the old.

12. In clculating loes, only ech lames ae shal have been
actaelly 6ictaind and the amount of which hba bera definitely
ascetained during theyearcoa ed bytheretoacn .ededucted

13. Pneons reriving fees or emoluments for proinsciooal or
.the, su-ics, a in the co of phyiclest or Inry-s should
include ll actual recipts lor services reoderd in the year for
which eurta i made, togethr with all unpid accounts, charges
Icr so-ices, or contingeot income due lor that ya, if good and
collectible.

14. Debts which wero cunuwctd doring thr year for which
return is made, but found in mid year to ha worthles, may be
deducted heum groaminteme for mid y-a, but each debts can
not be regarded u wrthiess unatl atr leal proceediug to
recove the sme have proved fuitIes, or it clearly *ppe.r. that
the debtor ib inIfvent 1f debus coanrcoted prior to the year
lor which return is made wer included as income in reinu for
year in which mid debto were conotod, and each debts shllr
eabsequently prove to be worthle, they may be deducted und.
the beed of lteaes in the retUrn ior the yam in which euch debts
were charged oO a worhle

15. Amoonbte due or ocerued to the idiv-idual mrembr of a
paan-ehip from the net eeng of the patuership, whther
opp-dr.o..d and ditwibuted or not, shal be included in the
aenoal ceturn of the itdtvidnl.

18. United States pensions shl be included a incoite.
17. Etimated adnce in value of coal estate i not required

to be reprted a income, unles the increased value is tken up
on the bookb of the individnal au an inaeae of esets.

18. Cost of suits nd other lega1 proceedings risng hom ordi-
nary busines my be toted s an eponee of ech buine, and
may be deducted from goes income for the yueo in which euch
costa wer paid.

19. A. unmried indiidua1 or a m-aried individual not living
with wil or huobhid hall be allowed -n enemptin of $3,000.
When husband and wle ive together they shall be alled
jointlyn total exemption oi only $40000 n their rgtinte
They may make a joint retur, both subscribing thb to. o if
they bvo sepate incomes, they may make separe returs;
br t inci ue s-hal they jouitly otim more han4.000 t ramp-
tion on their agegte income.

'-O In computing i et income here shall be eoclnued the
coenpnttiuon ci a11 ofSec and employ-r of a . loor or -ny
political subdivision tier.oi cocept olc.n eub carmpenatuin -a
-aid hr tbe Urc:od State. Got emen,^t.i-o
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Representative OBEY. The newspaper columnist, David Broder,
wrote a column this morning on the issue of tax reform and in that
article he listed four criteria by which we should judge tax reform.
One of them was whether compromises which are made on the
road to tax reform are compromises that relate to tactics or com-
promises that compromise away basic principles. And as he said,
compromise becomes dangerous when those who are not party to
the deals cannot see any principle that is employed to guide the
choice. Then cynicism undermines the product.

Then with respect to the issue under discussion today, he asked
the following question: "Are we going to repeal the deductibility of
State and local property taxes? Then let's debate the principle of
federalism that underlies that deductibility and see if it is a princi-
ple we are prepared to abandon or to compromise for the billions of
revenue the Federal Government will gain. In each case, let's put
the principle front and center and measure the Tax Code changes
by that principle." I think that's good advice.

Thirty-three million Americans who itemize their returns-virtu-
ally every family that makes a mortgage payment on their house-
will lose the right to deduct the money that they have already paid
in property taxes, sales taxes, and State and local income taxes
from their gross income.

We are not talking simply about rich Americans. IRS data show
that one-half of all the households who make between $20,000 and
$25,000 a year deduct their State and local taxes. Two-thirds of all
households who make between $25,000 and $30,000 use this
deduction.

It is interesting that the President's plan retains provisions of
the current law which allows large corporations to continue to get
not just a deduction but a full tax credit on the taxes they pay to
Japan or Saudi Arabia, but treats the taxes that a family would
pay to their own State as taxable income and subject to Federal
taxation.

But there are three other aspects of this proposed change which I
hope we can examine in some detail this morning. The first is that
the tax burdens are not shared equally among States. Americans
with the same level of income pay significantly different amounts
in taxes, depending upon where they live. While some may argue
that this can be accounted for by different levels of services provid-
ed, that is only one-and in many instances, not even the most sig-
nificant-factor in determining the variation in tax rates from one
locality to the next.

Alaska, for instance, has a per-pupil expenditure in elementary
and secondary education of well over $6,000. That is more than
twice the national average, but Alaska has an income tax system
in the form of rebates rather than revenue collections. Further, the
increased service levels provided in some States as opposed to
others are frequently not provided to those who are paying the
higher taxes.

This disparity in the total tax bill of taxpayers with similar in-
comes, but living in different political jurisdictions, worsens dra-
matically when the money paid in taxes to one level of government
becomes subject to a second round of taxation as proposed in the
President's plan. Nowhere, T would suggest, is that more vividly il-
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lustrated than what would happen right here in the District of Co-
lumbia metropolitan area if you want to compare the marginal tax
rates in a jurisdiction like the District of Columbia versus Virginia
just across the river.

Second, States compete against one another for industry and eco-
nomic development and, since they do, the total effect of tax im-
posed on businesses and individuals in one jurisdiction as opposed
to another has a significant impact on patterns of development and
economic change among the States. There is little question that the
elimination of this deduction will further penalize those States
which are already strapped with high tax burdens and exacerbate
the competitive disadvantage under which they are already suffer-
ing in attracting and retaining industry. There is little question
that this has significant implications for future patterns of develop-
ment and economic growth.

Finally, if money paid to State and local governments in taxes is
subjected to taxation again at the Federal level, there will obvious-
ly be increased pressure at the State and local levels to back away
from responsibilities in areas such as education, health care, envi-
ronmental protection, and law enforcement as a way of offsetting
the increased tax burden. This will ironically come at a time when
the administration is calling for reduced Federal effort in these
areas because they are "State and local responsibilities."

There is one additional issue which I think needs to be ad-
dressed. Some supporters of the President's plan have charged that
State and local governments are just another special interest when
it comes to their treatment in the Federal Tax Code. It seems to
me that whether you are talking about towns or cities or States or
the Federal Government, you are talking about the Federal system
of government and that system is charged with the public interest
at every single level. Those governments are not responsible to one
select group of stockholders or one segment of private enterprise;
they are responsible for the well-being of all the people as part of
that Federal system.

As Maryland's Budget Director, Lewis Stedler, said just last
week, "There is a big difference between providing transportation
to public schools and providing a business trip to the Super Bowl."
I think frankly to suggest that the objection to the elimination of
the deduction for State and local taxation is just another special
interest is a lot of baloney. We are talking about levels of govern-
ment which have a very significant responsibility, a very important
role to play in meeting our joint responsibilities to all of the tax-
payers in this society.

I hope we will be able to probe more deeply into each of these
issues this morning.

We have a distinguished panel of economists who are among the
tops in their profession in the field of public finance. They include
Henry Raimondo, who is associate dean of the Business School of
Rutgers, and specializes in public finance; William Oakland of
Tulane University, who is widely published and who, among other
things, served as a consultant to the Treasury Department in the
preparation of Treasury I; and finally, Joe Minarik, who is a senior
research associate of the Urban Institute and formerly a member
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of the staff at the Congressional Budget Office, a very familiar op-
eration around here.

Gentlemen, I welcome you here this morning and I would ask if
you would take whatever time you feel you need. Mr. Raimondo, I
notice your prepared statement is a little longer than the rest. If
you would like to summarize your prepared statement, touching on
the things you feel that are important, we will be happy to submit
the full prepared statement for the record, and I would ask each of
the other two witnesses to do the same.

STATEMENT OF HENRY J. RAIMONDO, ASSOCIATE DEAN, BUSI-
NESS SCHOOL, RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
JERSEY, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ
Mr. RAIMONDO. Thank you, Congressman Obey. I would be

pleased to summarize my prepared statement.
Before we go into the specific reasons why I support the deduc-

tion of State and local taxes from the Federal personal income Tax
Code, I would like to introduce a principle which I think is at work
in many legislative initiatives that this administration has put
forth and rears its head again when we're talking about tax
reform. That is a principle with regards to public policy change
that I have categorized as a "get-you-later" policy approach.

By this, I mean the administration is very often willing to recom-
mend significant changes which leave most of the population un-
changed in the short run so it is easy for the representatives of the
administration to say that this plan is fiscally neutral in the short
run. Everyone will enjoy a property or income tax relief of one
kind or another, but in the long run, the changes that have been
introduced by this proposal will have significant adverse effects on
taxpayers throughout the country whether they come from high
tax States or low tax States.

In looking at this proposal, I would ask you to keep in mind the
phrase "get-you-later" because this proposal will certainly do that
to the taxpayers of the United States.

I support the continued deduction of State and local taxes from
the personal income tax because it serves four principles. I will just
mention these principles in passing and I would be more than will-
ing to answer any questions which you have about them at the end
of my statement or at the end of the statements of the three of us.

The first principle is fiscal autonomy in the Federal system. The
way we have organized the public sector is to decentralize or share
decisionmaking among Federal, State, and local governments. In
fact, we have asked State and local governments to play the role of
innovators in policy at the subnational level-let them decide on
different tax strategies, different levels of taxes; let them decide on
different service delivery systems, different service levels, or a dif-
ferent mixture of services State by State. In fact, in every Fourth
of July speech most of us would be proud to list that as an element
of the Federal system that we find very attractive-this notion of
local decisonmaking.

The removal of the deduction of State and local taxes from the
Federal personal income tax represents a significant change in the
decisionmaking process in fiscal federalism. It moves us away from
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constructing a tax policy that views the United States as one, into
constructing a tax policy which fragments the United States into
50 unequal parts. I do not think that makes for good Federal
policy.

It puts the squeeze on State and local governments, as you say,
at a time when they have already been squeezed by the Federal
budget changes and by the recession that the economy has just
gone through. It magnifies the fiscal capacity disparities which
exist across the country so that people in poor States, if they want
the services that they need, will have a difficult time getting those
services unless they are willing to bear a higher tax burden than
their neighbors from a richer State. This is consistent with the
policy of breaking the country up in pieces rather than viewing it
as one whole.

There is an adage that says that bad news comes in threes. In
terms of fiscal autonomy for State and local governments, we can
say that they have just heard the third of three. They have lived
through the property tax revolt which has limited property tax col-
lections. They have seen an acceleration in the decline of intergov-
ernmental grants which started in 1978 but certainly has acceler-
ated during this administration. And now the third of three, they
are told that they must lose the deduction for State and local taxes
from the personal income tax. I think that this damages fiscal fed-
eralism and moves us away from fiscal autonomy in a Federal
system.

The second principle that I believe this deduction serves is fair-
ness in the taxation of personal income. Our principle in taxing
personal income has traditionally been one of ability to pay. We
could argue whether the current tax law satisfies that principle,
but by and large we have paid homage to this notion of ability to
pay which simply says the more you earn, the more you should pay
in percentage terms.

We could consider State and local taxes as a forced reduction in
an individual's personal income. I say it is forced because, while
people can vote on whether they want the State and local tax levels
they are presented with, if they vote against it and the majority
vote for it they certainly cannot veto the proposal. They must pay.
So it is viewed as forced reduction.

If State and local taxes and benefits were tied in a one-to-one cor-
respondence so that for every dollar a taxpayer put into the State
or local treasury he or she received back a dollar's worth of serv-
ices, you might be able to make an argument for eliminating the
deduction. But redistribution at the State and local level is inevita-
ble, which means that some people put a dollar in and it's only by
coincidence that they get a dollar's worth of service back. More
likely, they get more or less.

Because of this redistribution it seems unfair to eliminate the de-
duction of State and local taxes from the Federal Tax Code. This
exaggerates the ability to pay of taxpayers by including a compo-
nent in their income which has forcibly been taken away by State
and local governments.

There is another element to fairness in the taxation of personal
income. The deductions serve as an incentive for State and local
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governments to structure relatively progressive or-perhaps I'm
being overly optimistic-less regressive State and local taxes.

By eliminating the deduction, we are eliminating the opportunity
for State and local governments to design taxes that are progres-
sive in nature and forcing them more and more to turn to regres-
sive taxation.

So because of the overstatement of income and the ability to pay
concept and because of the loss of the incentive for progressivity at
State and local levels, I feel that the elimination of this deduction
does not serve fairness in the taxation of personal income.

The third principle I believe the maintenance of the deduction
serves, is that it restrains interstate tax competition. As I said, in a
fiscal Federal system, we encourage States to be innovators, try dif-
ferent tax systems, experiment, tax at different levels, be different.
But because our Federal Tax Code is designed right now to look at
us as a nation, we dampen some of the effects of these differences
through the deduction. So be different, but too much competition
could hurt us as a nation. So we minimize some of this competition.

The deduction's elimination would just magnify the importance
of fiscal disparities and tax differentials between States. I call this
the "fun house mirror" effect. All of us at one time or another
have stood before a fun house mirror. Our small parts become
large and our large parts become small and we laugh at the distort-
ed image of ourselves. However, when States try to negotiate with
businesses for location or expansion, State and local taxes, which
are a very small part of business costs, suddenly are magnified, just
the way the fun house mirror magnifies small parts of us.'And
businesses hold up these tax differentials to the States as a bar-
gaining chip to decide whether they should locate or expand there.

This also holds in the case of homeowners when they negotiate
for home prices across communities. I feel that this type of bargain-
ing with State and local governments encourages inefficiency in
business location, encourages inefficient social migration, and
really does not serve the purpose of efficient operating businesses.

In fact, let's go one step further and say that, by magnifying tax
differentials, we are pitting the service provision to people against
tax relief and economic development. I think the game is stacked
against service provision.

The last principle I think that the maintenance of the deduction
serves is the assistance in public service provision to people. Is the
deduction a subsidy for public service provision? I believe it is to
some extent, by intention.

All State and local services are subsidized in one form or another
by lowering the tax price that people must face. This is particular-
ly true in the area of education which relies so heavily on the prop-
erty tax. The elimination of this deduction will raise the tax price
of services, particularly education, to State and local residents and,
again as you have said, Congressman Obey, in your opening state-
ment, this comes at a time when the States are being asked to do
more with less. Certainly an unfair situation to place these service
providers in.

It leaves the States with one of two alternatives-to cut services
over the long haul or to raise taxes. If they raise taxes, they are
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faced with interstate competition being magnified and with relying
on unfair or unequal fiscal capacities with which to tax themselves.

Also, the incentive would be for them to rely on regressive taxes
rather than progressive.

Now this is not going to happen in the short run and that's why
I stressed to you this "get-you-later" approach, because this is
something that we can expect to see happen to services and tax
policy over the long haul among State and local governments.

Those are my four points. There is one last statement I would
like to make. Some proponents of this elimination of the deduction
would like to categorize its elimination as an American revolution.
I think the statement is somewhat overblown, but there is some va-
lidity to it.

In the one and only American revolution, the States were cre-
ated, but they were left in disarray, facing fiscal hardship. If this
deduction of State and local taxes is eliminated from the Federal
Tax Code, no new States will be created, but they will certainly be
left in disarray, facing fiscal hardship. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Raimondo follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HENRY J. RAIMONDO

I !JR, s)ULCTI 01N

Whthater tne cancel led check to the Internal Ilevenue Service (IIRS)

is fresh in your mind or whethcr the check from the IRS is not yet in

your hands, changing the personal incone tax sour.3s appealing. There

is no resistingj an honest attempt to reform the personal income tax so

that the tax claims a fair share from every taxpayer; encourages

personal savings, business investment, and economic growth; is

undeLstood by all taxpayers; and can b: easily adsinistered. In their

haste to accoITVlish these ends, it is no surprise that the designers

of the Adninistration's tax retorts plan marle a mistake. TIle mistake

is the modification of the deductibility of state and local taxes fran

the U.S. personal income tax.

The deduction of state and local taxes (e.g. personal income,

general sales, and property) ant:unuts to at least a $30 billion annual

tax saving for all taxpayers. This deduction is especially important

to the taxpayers in California, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, New

York, and Pennsylvaruia. i/

"Ihis portion of the tax plan follows a standard techniquie which

the Adsinistration has used in the past when it introduced proposals

wlhicn have significant adverse effects. That technique is a '"Get-Ya-
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Later" or a delayed reaction approach to public policy changes. The

immediate impact of the change may be neutral (or even beneficial),

but the near and long.term future impact is adverse.

The legislative history of the Administration provides many

examples, but the indexation of the federal personal income tax and

the now forgotten "New Federalism" proposals are worth mentioning.

Some proponents of modification of the deductibility of state and

local taxes are counting on this approach being successful this time.

While supporters of the Administration's tax reform proposal hope that

opposition to this change will be swept away by talk of revenue

neutrality, reduced marginal tax rates, and incentives to economic

growth, my advice is: boware of the long-term implications of this

particular proposal.

hlile every aeaixr of Congress is (or will be) weary of heating

why a particular provision of the present personal income tax code

should remain unchanged, there are four major reasons why I believe

that the deductibility of state and local taxes are in line with the

goals of tax reformers and should, therefore, remain in effect. Ihe

deductibility of state and local taxes serves the principles of fiscal

autonomy in the federal system, fairness in the taxation of personal

income, restrained interstate tax comp etition, and assistance in the

provision of state and local public services, particularly public

elementary ard secondary education.

FISCAL AUMNOiMY IN THlE F'EDERAL SYST'iM

The theory. The federal system is composed of a federal

goveraiTent, fifty state goverrnffents, and approximately 70,000 local
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governments of one kind or another (i.e., county, municipality,

township, school district, and special district). Each level of

government has decision-making authority which should reflect the

interests of the residents.

This shared decision-:iaking .reans that people should be able to

vote on public questions in federal, state, and local elections;

public policy should differ across jurisdictions and levels of

government, as much as the outlook of the people differs; and people

at each level of government should have a voice in tax and expenditure

decisions. In general, a federal system places the states and

localities in the role of innovators of public policy. On fiscal

issues, people in the states and localities can choose the level and

type of taxes which they pay and the nature and the direction of

public spending. 2/

The modification of the deduction of state and local taxes from

the federal personal income tax is contrary to this notion of

federalism. Tfhiere has been little discussion about the fact that this

modification represents a significant chanje in the nature of fiscal

federalism. This unilateral action on the part of the federal

government will squeeze the fiscal resources of the state and local

governments. This fiscal squeeze will magnify the variations in

state-local fiscal capacity and reduce the notion of local choice and

local innovation in public policy to a Fourth of July slojan.

Fiscal Disparities. For state arKI local governments, bad news

comes in threes. First, they were jolted by a tax revolt movement in

thirty-five states (e.g., Proposition 13 in California, Proposition 2
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1/2 in Massachusetts, and I imit laws in Wisconsin and New Jersey to

mention a few). Second, they experienced a decline in real per capita

federal intergovernmental grants which began in 1978. 3/ Third, they

face the possibility of a modification in the deductibility of state

and local taxes from the federal income tax.

All these changes bring us back to the fiscal disparities which

exist among subnational governments. For example, the Advisory

Coenmission oo Intergovernmental relations (ACIR) notes that the fiscal

capacity (relative ability to raise revenues) of the highest state,

Alaska, is eighty percent higher than the fiscal capacity of the

lowest state, Mississippi. Even if I omit the top S and lowest 5

states, the fiscal capacity of the sixth state, Illinois, is forty

percent greater than the fiscal capacity of the forty-fifth state,

Utah. Moreover, wqithin geographic regions fiscal capacity varies.

This disparity reduces local choice to local fretting about

finances. 4/

An inadequate statc-local fLisccil capacity underrines the success

of fiscal federalism. 'The modification of this deductibility

provision contributes to the weakening of the federal system. Local

choice without adequate resources is no cnoice. Under these

circumstances, "voting with your feet" translates into wealthy

individuals and profitable businesses "making tracks" to another

jurisdiction where they can avoid state-local public problems, such as

the costs of providing education, fighting crime, and servicing the

needs of the poor. This consequence is certainly the case with

metropolitan areas an-i their surrounding suburbs. Those people and
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businesses who can avoid relatively higher taxes, do so by moving to a

relatively lower tax jurisdiction; thereby evading the ends of a

state-local public policy that is not to their liking. 5/

Consequences. Simply put, the "get-ya-later" or delayed reaction

of this modification in current tax policy is that fiscal federalism

is damaged. At the very time when the federal governaent is expecting

state-local governments to take on more of the public service

responsibilities which it is shedding, the modification of this

deductibility provision will decrease the state-local governments'

willingness and ability to respond with increased spending in the

areas of health care, education, and social services for the poor. 6/

In terms of the way in which this country organizes its public

sector, the modification of the deductibility of state-local taxes

will reduce the ability of state-local governments to experiment

within the public policy arena and diminish the significance of state-

local choice in the development of public policy. In teras of the way

in which state-local governments respond to the service needs of their

people, the series of bad news capped by the possible modification of

the deductibility provision highlights the fiscal disparities among

state-local governments and makes state-local service pick-up of

federal programs even more unlikely.

FAIRNUSS IN TiHE TAKATION OF PIERSONAL IUZOME

Equity. In a federal system where more than one level of

government can and does use the same tax base, tax equity requires the

deductibility of state and local taxes. This issue of tax equity has

two dimensions which I wish to mention. One dimension refers to the
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marginal tax rates which a taxpayer faces. In a federal system,

deductibility is one way of keeping the level of marginal tax rates

(i.e., sum of federal, state, and local rates) from creating

disincentives and economic inefficiencies. 7/

Wiith each level of government acting without regard for the other

levels, marginal tax rates, particularly at the upper end of the

income distribution could become prohibitive. for example, in sole

relatively hign state personal income tax states, the combined

legislated federal and state marginal tax rates for certain income

classes under certain circumstances could be the same or actually

increase after the modification of the deductibility provision

compared to the current law with the deductibility provision. Recall

that these marginal rates would be applied to a larger base so that

the tax liability would increase.

A second dimension of taxpayer equity deals with the ability-to-

pay principle. The ability-to-pay principle of taxation requires the

deductibility of state and local taxes true the federal personal

incoire tax. Under this principle, a taxpaying unit should pay more in

taxes, the more net income the unit receives. State and local taxes

are a forced reduction in personal income, very often not tied to

public service benefits. As such, taxpayers should not pay federal

personal income taxes on state and local tax liabilities. 8/ A

modification of the deduction would make taxpayers do just that.

Taxpayers would be paying tax on income over which they have no

control. Yhis milification exagtjrate.s the taxpayers' ability-tO-pay.

this last point raises another issue. State and local taxes,
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particularly incose taxes, but also general sales and property taxes

are generally not tied to public service benefits. Redistribution of

income is an inevitable outcome of the state-local fiscal system. The

deductibility provision re-affirms that redistribution of income is

primarily a national interest, as it should be. 9/ Its repeal pushes

the redistribution function away from the federal government towards

the state and local governments, where it should not be. State and

local governments moy well reject this responsibility so that the end

result will be that the nation steps away from its redistribution

o0l igations.

Consequences. 'rhe "yet-ya-later" or delayed reaction

implications for fairness in the taxation of income are twofold.

State and local governments will be encouraged to distort their tax

structures to avoid the full impact of the modification of the

deductibility provision. If the Congress eliminates the deductibility

provision, then state and local governments might look to business

irncome although I doubt that.

Ratner state and local governments will turn to user charges

where possible (the possibilities are limited) or to taxes which can

be exported (e.g., severance taxes, hotel room taxes, etc.). All

these contortions in the state and local tax structure serve the

causes of tax regressivity and interstate tax competition, not tax

equity. 10/ I will develop this last topic later in my statement.

The second implication is that the modification of the deduction

will discourage states from implementing progressive state personal

income taxes. Weith the deduction, state governments could tax income
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at a progressive rate and the deduction would dampen some of the

effects of the progessivity of the state income tax. 11/ This outcome

seems more in line with the national interest than the alternative of

encouraging regressive taxes at the state and local levels of

government.

RESTRAINED INTERSPATE TAX CC;'EPITION

Vree to Choose. In a federal system, state and local governments

are encouraged to choose the type and the magnitude of the taxes which

their residents support. To restrain interstate tax conpetition which

could result from tax variations across states, federal deductibility

of state and local taxes is necessary. It reduces the tax

differences among states.

For example, state and local determination of tax policy has

resulted in six states not using a state personal incone tax to

contribute to their general revenue while 10 states use it to collect

at least 15 percent of their general revenue; four states not using a

business income tax while eight states use it to collect at least four

percent of their general revenue; and four states not using a general

sales tax while 16 use it to collect at least 15 percent of their

general revenue. 12/

Not only would the selection of a tax structure be jeopardized,

but also the level of taxes -a relatively high or relatively low -

whichever state and local residents support. This reduction in tax-

designing discretion means that the federal government has chipped

away at the notion of fiscal federalism Public service levels will

also be affected at the sameT time when state and local governments are
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being asked to pick-up the program which the federal government has

cast-off.

Consequences. The "get-ya-later" or delayed reaction of this

aspect of the modification of the deductibility provision is that over

time businesses can exploit the tax differences among states when they

are planning a location or expansion move. People can also pit state

against state when they are planning a home-buying decision. This

exploitation manifests itself in the form of states being careful not

to be "too different" from their neighbors (a loss of individual state

choice) or businesses demanding taxes breaks. In this environment,

tax policy experimentation would be chimerical.

Tax differentials among states are subject to the "funhouse

mirror effect." Wre have all stood before a funhouse mirror and

laughed at the distorted image of ourselves -- the large parts become

small and the small parts become large. When a business negotiates

with a state about the possible location of a new facility or the

expansion of an existing facility, state tax differentials grow froin a

relatively small part to a relatively large part of the decision. The

same effect holds for a potential home-buyer. When a home-buyer

considers the price of a home in one jurisdiction versus another, the

local property tax differential will now become magnified. Not only

could the modification of the deduction of property taxes depress the

home-building industry and discourage hone buying, but the

mCdification of the deduction will also intensify the tax competition

between locality and locality, particularly city against suburb. I

doubt that this outcome is worthwhile.
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The tax diversity which we applaud as vital to the federal system

becomes a liability to the states which dare to be different. For

example, the interstate competition would intensify between

Massachusetts and New Hampshire, Wisconsin and Ohio-Indiana, Minnesota

and South Dakota, and Georgia and Alabama-South Carolina. What end

does this intensified interstate tax coanpetition serve? Certainly,

not efficient business ani residential location decisions. The price

of the factors of production -- land, labor, interest rates, and

energy casts to name a few -a will determine efficient business

location and expansion decisions, not tax differentials.

Rather the intensified interstate tax competition which would

result from the modification of the deductibility provision would

discourage constructive innovation in tax policy and fuel inefficient

migration from state-to-state ant locality-to-locality. In addition,

the competitive tax situation would pit public service provision

against promises of tax relief and economic development. The outcome

of the competition is stacked.

ASSISTANCE' IN Till, PROVISION OF STATE AND LOCAL. PUBLIC SERVICES

Role in Service Provision. In each of the three previous points,

I have alluded to the impact which the modification of the

deductibility of state and local taxes from the federal personal

income tax would have on state and local public service provision.

The deductibility provision lowers the tax-prioe of state and local

public services. In short, the U.S. Treasury is paying soine of the

tab for police and fire protection, sanitation, road maintenance,

sewerage, and education. Much as it would if the federal government
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were providing a grant for these services.

This relationship holds especially for the deductibility of

property taxes and the provision of public elementary and secondary

education. Public elementary and secondary education relies very

heavily on property taxes. The federal deductibility makes the

regressi ve local property tax more acceptable to the taxpayer. More

importantly, the deduction of local property taxes stimulates spending

on education. This increased sxnding is consistent with the emphasis

which the federal and many state governments have recently placed on

education. It also comes at a time when the hi-tech sector of the

U.S. econonmy has been growing.

Consequences. The "get-ya-later" or delayed reaction to the

modification of the deductibility provision in the state and local

public service area is that the tax-price of state and local public

services will increase. This tax-price increase means that state andx

local governments must either cut services or raise taxes, ceteris

paribus. Let's examine each alternative.

In the case of general public services, state and local

governments have already been trimming their budgets back to the basic

services throughout the 1980s. Additional service cuts are unlikely

and could prove harmful to each state's residents and businesses. In

the case of public elementary and secondary education, public

officials have not shown any inclination to cut spending. Yet the

modification of the deductibility provision a.ay mean just that.

This service reduction alternative is ironic for at least two

reasons. First, state goverrbnents have teen trying to respond to the
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cutbacks in federal spending. Fiscal disparities have made their

response uneven. Now the federal government would be raising the cost

to state and local government pick-up of a federal program. Second,

if there is one area where the State government has succeeded in

increasing financial aid to local governments, it is education.

Cutting educational spending would be contrary to the recomiendations

of educators and business people.

It is also difficult to urge that state governments reduce

financial assistance to local governments, yet the modification of the

deduction might mean just that. State governments have not been able

to give much assistance to their local governments. 'Tho

intergovernmental relations between state and local governsents could

be characterized as "the piker and the pauper." (l4y apologies to Mark

lT\a i n. )

By this I irean that state governments have increased financial

assistance to local governments in a small way relative to local

governiment fiscal needs. neanwhile local governments in the role of

the pauper have inadequate financial resources to meet the demands on

their public services. Again the loss the deduction raises public

service tax-prices at a time when state and local governments do not

have adequate fiscal resources to 'reet current public service needs.

If state and local governalents decide to raise taxes, then they

find themselves confronted with the problems of fiscal disparities and

interstate competition which I have already discussed. This

alternative is not likely. Incidentally, if a state or local tax

increase came to past, it would undo some of the principles behind the
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federal tax reduction policy. The damage would be significant because

state and local governments would turn to regressive taxes to replace

the lost revenue fron the progressive federal tax system.

SUbMARY

I support the deductibility of state and local taxes from the

federal personal incoae tax. My reason is that the deduction serves

the principles of fiscal autonomy in the federal system, fairness in

the taxation of personal income, restrained interstate tax

competition, and assistance in the provision of state and local public

services. If the deduction is modified or eliminated, it would place

state and local governments in much the saam circuastances as Jonah in

the whale's belly. That is, their financial circumstances would be

worsened, but they would survive. But oh how nice it would be not to

be in that predicament in the first place!
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Representative OBEY. Thank you very much. Mr. Oakland, would
you like to follow?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. OAKLAND, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, TULANE UNIVERSITY, NEW ORLEANS, LA

Mr. OAKLAND. Yes, sir. My name is William Oakland. I am a pro-
fessor of economics at Tulane and my specialty is public finance,
particularly as it relates to State and local governments. In this
connection, I recently completed a study for the U.S. Treasury on
the consequences of the repeal of State and local tax deductibility
under the Federal personal income tax. I appreciate the opportuni-
ty this morning to be able to discuss my principal findings.

The consequences of tax deductibility are many, complex, and far
reaching. It is unlikely that many of these effects were foreseen by
framers of U.S. income tax law, nor have they all been considered
by those who advocate reform. Let me begin with a brief summary
of these consequences. The details supporting my arguments can be
provided during the question period as well as in my Treasury
paper which I submitted for the record.

First, and most important, the equity case for total repeal of tax
deductibility is far from compelling. It is true that a comprehensive
income tax would include, as income, benefits one receives from
public services. The problem is how to measure the benefits of
these services. I don't find it convincing that such benefits are ac-
curately measured by tax payments as our reformers would have
us believe. Taxes may vary among two individuals residing in dif-
ferent States not only because of differences in public services each
receives but also because of differences in the costs of others' public
services each absorbs.

For example, the costs of welfare and related services will be
higher in States with more generous benefits or with a greater inci-
dence of poverty. In neither case could it be said that the higher
tax payment represents an increase in public services to the tax-
payer. It is also true that areas with high concentrations of poor,
such as central cities, must impose a heavier tax burden on their
nonpoor for ordinary public services such as education, policy, and
sanitation. Once again, the higher taxes cannot be said to consti-
tute income to the taxpayer. For this reason, it is difficult to be-
lieve that repeal of deductibility will improve the fairness of our
income tax.

The second major finding has to do with the use of tax deduct-
ibility as a means of aiding State and local governments. It has
been alleged by some reformers that tax deductibility is an ineffi-
cient way of accomplishing this objective, that it could be done
more effectively through outright grants, say through revenue
sharing or through block grants. However, quite the opposite is the
case. Because tax deductibility operates in a fashion similar to
open-ended matching grants, tax deductibility may offer a more
powerful stimulus to State and local government spending than the
alternatives of revenue sharing or block grants.

As a matter of fact, in my study I estimated tLh' to provide the
same degree of tax deductibility, the block grants would have to be
increased by an amount greater than the tax forgone under
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present deductibility. Thus, if the Federal Government is interested
in maintaining current State-local spending, it will have to in'-
crease its budget deficit.

Third, State and local governments may respond to the repeal of
personal tax deductions by redirecting their tax systems toward
business establishments whose taxes remain deductible. Sometimes
these types of changes would be cosmetic, not fundamentally
changing the nature nor the incidence of taxes. For example, a
State could replace its personal income tax by a value-added tax or
a tax upon payroll. In both cases, the legal liability of the tax
would be shifted to the business enterprises. This would enable the
States to continue to export its tax to the Federal Government
without changing the incidence of the tax.

Now such cosmetic opportunities may be somewhat limited.
Many States and localities will respond by making a substantive
shift to business taxation. Because the incidence-that is, the
burden-our knowledge of the burden of these business taxes is
very incomplete, the consequences for equity are very, very uncer-
tain. Furthermore, the increased reliance on business taxation
could lead to heightened tax competition among States. As Mr. Rai-
mondo pointed out, that kind of competition for business does tend
to keep service levels down and the more that we rely on business
taxation, the greater the effects of this competition.

Now these reactions will be difficult to avoid. It would be very
hard to tailor a tax bill which said, all right, States if you try to
make these changes we are not going to allow it; you're not going
to have the deductibility; because it seems to me inconceivable that
business taxes would be disallowed as deductions. I can't see that
we would ever get to the state where we would say that business
payments would not be deductible.

Now while these constitute the major consequences of repeal,
there are a few other effects worth mentioning. Repeal will not
uniformly favor the poor taxpayer relative to the rich, as is some-
times alleged. In high expenditure States, the poor will experience
a reduction in redistributive services as these governments respond
to the reduced subsidy from the Federal Government. Moreover,
such people will also experience increases in housing costs as the
effective rate of the property tax is increased. On the other hand,
affluent residents of low tax States, such as my own, Louisiana,
will experience lower housing costs, and capital flees from the high
tax States to the low tax States in order to equalize its rate of
return. That surely is not a movement in the direction that I think
is intended.

I also would note that for reasons somewhat too technical to go
into detail here, it's not even clear that the incentive and produc-
tive improvements that are supposed to accompany the lowering of
the Federal marginal tax rates because of the elimination of these
deductions will in fact materialize if deductibility is repealed.

Basically, the argument has to do with the productivity effects
having to do with the rate of tax and the higher the rate, the more
proportionately the waste that these higher tax rates cost, and
what we are going to do essentially by eliminating deductibility is
increase in a nonuniform fashion, as this chart [indicating] demon-
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strates, the rates of State taxation, and that may actually create
more disincentives than we are gaining by reducing the Federal rate.

Well, to sum up and restate my original point that the conse-
quences of repeal of tax deductibility are many and complex, the I
case for their removal is not as compelling as advocates of tax
reform would have us believe. Perhaps partial repeal, by placing
some kind of a floor on deductible tax payments, should be consid-
ered as an alternative. This would maintain most of the incentives
that are currently in the present arrangement in terms of local
and State governments' incentives to provide services, while still
providing significant revenue increase for the Federal Government.
Moreover, it would be consistent with the reality that all taxpayers
enjoy some level of State and local services and therefore could be
expected to pay some taxes on these benefits. Thank you.

[The Treasury Department study attached to Mr. Oakland's
statement follows:]

49-321 0 - 85 - 2
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Tulane University
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1. INTUCN

This paper addresses the consequences of totally or partially

eliminating the deduction, by households, of State and Local (S&L) taxes

from taxable Income under the U.S. Personal Income Tax. This question

arises naturally from the shortfall of revenues which Is currently being

experienced at the federal level. The tax deduction provision Is estimated

to cost the U.S. Treasury 828 billIon In 1983 and Is expected to grow

further in the future.I The queston has also arisen in connection with a

larger overall effort to simplify the federal Income tax which has come

under the ruboric of 'flat-rate' taxation. By the elimination of the myriad

of exemptions and deductions that now exist, marginal tax rates could be

sharply reduced, thereby Increasing Incentives to work and save.

Before proceding with the analysis, an Important caveat Is In order.

The Issue under consideration Is extremely complex and Is deserving of

much more time and resources than were available to this study. These

resource lImitations meant that we could not pursue the empirical

dimensions of our arguments. Rather we are restricted to painting a
*qualitative' picture of the likely outcome of reform. Furthermore, we do

not claim a great deal of originality for our arguments. Many of the

salient points have already been addressed by others. Our objective was to

review this work and to fill In gaps as was deemed necessary.

Our plan of attack Is as follows. We begin with a discussion of the

original justification for tax deductibility--that such tax payments do not

constitute income--and of the arguments of Its major critics, those who

hold that deductibility Is a form of tax expenditure. The discussion then
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turns to the question of the relative effectiveness of the provision as a

form of fiscal relief to S&L governments. The principal alternatives

considered are revenue sharing or block grants. Whether such expenditure

stimulus as occurs Is socially Justifiable Is taken up next. Several

factors which tend to make S&L expenditure sub-optimal are Identified.

The analysis continues with a discussion of some somewhat neglected

consequences of tax deductibility. These are Its Impact on Interstate tax

competition, on the revenue structures of SE governments, and on the

distribution of Income.

The final section considers partial as opposed to total repeal of

deductibility. Among the alternatives considered are the elimination or

the deduction for sales taxes, putting a floor under deductions, or placing

a ceiling on them The paper concludes with a discussion of Its principal

findings.

II. TAX AFnLCiTIRILITY A REFIhNEFNT OF ABI ITY-TO-PAY OR A TA

EXPFiTIUR?

It has become commonplace to refer to S & L tax deductibility as a

tax expenditure. This term Is meant to Imply that-the deductlonfs cost to

the Treasury Is an Implicit form of Federal expenditure. If the deduction

were not permitted the Federal Government could use the proceeds to

finance additional expenditures and/or decrease taxes. While this

terminology has intuitive appeal, closer scrutiny reveals Important

conceptual problems. It clearly cannot be used to describe any activity the
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government might not choose to tax. It would be Inappropriate to

conclude, for example, that because there Is no federal excise tax on

bread, there Is a federal subsidy to bread consumption. In order to have

substance, the concept of tax expenditure must be inked to a consensus of

what activities should be taxed; that Is, there must be broad agreement as

to what constitutes an optimal tax base. Implicit In much of the

literature on tax expenditure Is the assumption that Income Is just such a

tax base. Some hold that Income Is the best Indicator of ability to pay

taxes while others are attracted by the breadth of the Income tax base for

Its efficlency advantages. Yet this support for an Income base has its

detractors. Some feel that consumption Is a superior base while others

point to the conceptual and practical difficulties In measuring Income.

For the problem at hand, namely S & L tax deductions, it Is not

necessary to enter the debate as to whether Income Is the fairest or most

efficient tax base. We will take this to be a working assumption.

Instead, we will focus upon the question of whether S & L deductibility

constitutes a form of tax expenditure.

The answer to this question rests with whether S & L tax payments

constitute Income. If so, their exclusion must be justif led on other

grounds; viz. the equity and efficiency consequences of the exclusion. If

not, the concept of tax expenditures In this context Is vacuous. If the S&L

tax payments by Individuals are matched dollar for dollar by S & L

expenditure benefits, i.e. are benefit taxes, then they can be viewed

properly as Income. In effect, Individuals would be purchasing S & L

services on the same terms that they buy private goods and services.
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To what extent does this quid pro quo between S & L taxpayers and

governments obtain? Under the idealized conditions of the modified

Tlebout model, local governments would use their zoning powers to

stratify people into homogeneous housing and public service consuming

communities. Differences In public expenditure benefits among

communities would be fully reflected In differences In tax payments.

Under the assumption of.free mobility of taxpayers, each citizen could

choose that combination of taxes and benefits which maximizes his/her

utility. In effect, 5L taxes become perfect benefit taxes.

While the Tlebout model Is suggestive of how decentralization can

Improve resource allocation, Its stringent assumptions have little basis In

reality. With the exception of certain bedroom suburban communities,

localities are not perfectly or even partially stratifled by Income class.

Even If they were, states are extremely heterogeneous, so that the Tlebout

model would not apply to state expenditure.

In a heterogeneous community there will not necessarily be consensus

about the level of taxation and public services. To ililustrate this,

supose Individuals differ only in terms of Income; I.e., they have the

same tastes. Suppose further that public expenditure decisions are made

by referendum according to majority rule and that people are taxed in

proportion to their Income.2 In this environment, the level of public

services In equilibrium will be that preferrred by the voter with the

median Income. Moreover, the tax price confronting an individual voter Is

proportional to his/her share of community Income; hence, It rises

monotonically with Income. On the other hand, for a given tax price, those

with higher incomes can be assuned to prefer a larger public sector. A
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given voter's satisfaction with the equilibriun level of services will thus

reflect these conflicting forces. It Is easy to show that If the Income

elasticity or demand. El, exceeds the price elasticity of demand, Ep. those

with below median Income will desire a contraction of public services and

those with above median Incomes will desire an expansion.3 if El < EPI the

situation Is reversed.

In either circumstance, the relationship between the taxpayer and

S&L governments differs materially from that between the individual and

the private market. In the latter case, people pay a 'tax' equal to their

marginal benefit. In the former case this correspondence disappears for

all but the median taxpayer. If E1 < El, the marginal benefit of the

well-to-do exceeds his/her tax for additional services.4 If Ep > El, It falls

short. For those below the median Income the situation Is reversed.

For the Issue at hand, however, we can limit our attention to the

situation for the above-average Income taxpayer. For It Is this group

which Itemizes and hence enjoys the fruit of deductibility. It the marginal

public service benefits of the well-to-do systematically exceed their tax

prices, the case for deductibility Is considerably weakened because such

individuals would enjoy net fiscal benefits from the S&L sector. 5 Thus,

Inclusion of S&L taxes in taxable Income would not averytate true

Income 6

Unfortunately, one cannot make generalizations about the marginal

benefits to the above average income taxpayer.7 S&L governments engage

In a myriad of activities, many which are of different Import to the
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well-to-do taxpayer. There are clearly categories of expenditure where

the benefit (excluding altruistic benefits) to the affluent taxpayer Is

zero--Income redistribution activities. Moreover, many of the

non-explicitly redistributive programs of S&L governrment have a

significant redistributive component. For example, expenditures for public

health, remedial education, police and fire protection, and maps transit

are often predicated on the socio-economic composition of the population.

Areas with a high Incidence or poverty we often forced to make

defensive outlays on such programs simply to put themselves on an equal

footing with affluent suburbs or neighboring states.8 Such outlays can

hardly be regarded as beneficial to the affluent citizen of such

jurisdictions.

Even the most important local service, education, Is marked by

considerable redistributive elements. Households without children

subsidize the education of those with children. Moreover, even though El

may be high for education, E. may be high for the affluent because of

private school alternatives. Hence, marginal benefits may decline with

Income. Thus, we currently have the spectre of many central city school

systems populated primarily by underpriviledged minorities.

.The preceding discussion paints to a much different picture of the

quid-pro-quo between a citizen and his/her state and local governments

than does the Tlebout model. The existence of redistributive public

expenditure programs and tax prices which Increase with Income

substantially loosens the correspondence between S&L tax payments and

public service benefits. Thus, a resident of a high tax, high social service
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state (e.g. the Northeast) may enjoy no more, or even less, public service

benefits than a similar individual In a low tax, low social service state

(e.g., in the South).9

To conclude this section, It seems questionable to apply the concept

of tax expenditure to the deductibility of S&L taxes. The concept of

Income as a measure of ability to pay requires that public service benefits

be Included In the tax base. There Is, however, no consensus about how to

measure such benefits. Those who would repeal tax deductibility are

ImplIctly measuring benefit flows by tax payments. But as we have argued

above, the correspondence between tax payments and benefits Is too

Imprecise to make such a connection. If the Income tax were otherwise

free of loopholes the elimination of deductibility could not be advocated

on the grounds of equity. Otherwise, a case for repeal would have to be

based Wmon some sort of second-best argument; e.g those who benefit from

deductibility also enjoy other unfair favorable treatment. While this Is

often alleged In a broad sense -- the well-to-do have all of the loopholes

-- the problem could be best resolved by eliminating the loopholes or

Increasing the progressivity of the rate structure; the Incidence of the

benefits of deductibility, while correlated with Income, Is not sufficiently

precise to serve as a basis for increasing taxes on the rich.

While S&L taxes may not be a good Indicator of public service benefit

f lows, it remains true that, redistributive programs aside people do

receive benefits from S&L expenditures. To exempt such benefits from

Income taxation will bias choices towards S&L services, away from

private goods and services. To what extent IS such a shift desirable?

On the other hand, the elimination of the deductibility of personal taxes
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would be bias S&L governments to choose taxes mon business, whose

taxes would remain deductible. Such business taxes may well create

greater Inefficlencles and inequities than personal taxes. It Is to these

Issues that we now turn.

Ill. TAX nFnuCTIaILITY AS A TIDY TO S & L GOVFRNNTS

It Is often alleged that tax deductibility constitutes a subsidy to S&L

governments An analogy Is drawn to the exemption of the Interest on SSL

securities Because of their tax free status, the Interest cost of SM.

securities Is lower than otherwise, freeing budget resources for S&L

governments This analogy, however, Is less than complete. In the case of

tax deductibility, the subsidy Is to citizen-voters and not to 5L

governments themselves Budget relief to S&L governments Is afforded

only Insofar as voters are willing to support a larger level of S&L

services; this will require the increase of nominal SU& tax rates.

The Implementation of tax deductibility will have two efrects on

taxpayers. First, the Income of Itemizers will be Increased and second,

the price' of SM. services to this group will diminish We shall treat

these In turn.

The income effects arising from tax deductibility are likely to be of

minor Importance. This Is because the revenue losses caused by

deductibility will have to be recouped) 0 It is impossible to say which

federal taxes would be increased to recover the revenue loss, but let us

suppose that the loss Is made up by an accross-the-board Increase in
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marginal income tax rates. While many Itemizers will still be better off,

It Is clear that non-itemizers will be worse off. With the hiher after-tax

Incomes,

Itemizers might be expected to support added publIc services.

Non-Itemizers, however, would tend to favor a smaller public sector.

Consequently, the net effect on S&L services Is uncertain. Whatever the

net outcome, It Is likely to be small. Thus, we can ignore the Income

effects or the deductibility provision.

Let us consider the 'price' effects. After the adoption of

deductibility, added S services will appear to be cheaper to Itemizers

because the federal government will share In the tax costs of the new

services. In effect, the federal government becomes a partner In the

finance of expanded S&L services. Thus, part of the 51 electorate, the

Itemizers, will be more responsive to an expansion of services. It Is In

this sense that deductibility constitutes a 'subsidy' to S&L governmentS

The quantitative significance of this subsidy Is difficult to establish

because of the paucity of consistent estimates of the price elasticity for

total S&L expenditures. Indeed, the literature contains only a handful of

estimates for total local expenditures and none whatever for state

expenditure. I I And the local estimates span the range of the credible,

ranging from ahigh of -1.2 by Inman (1971) to a low of -.1 by Gramlich and

Rubinfeld (1982). Making matters worse Is the use of different 'tax

prices' by different investigators. Only Inman (1971) explIcitly considers

the effect of tax deductibility on tax price; the others use some variant of

one's house value as a fraction of the total community tax base. Faced

with this lack of data, Noto and Zimmerman (1983) use a rough average of
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price elasticities (-.5) for individual services -- which are much more

consistent and available. Such a procedure overlooks the substitutability

effects among public services, which would be absent for total

expenditures. Thus, the (-.5) figure Is biased upwards.

Existing estimates are also biased upwards because they Include the

effects of tax competition among jurisdictions -- which would be absent

from a general decrease In tax prices as results from tax deductibility.

Furthermore, they Include Income effects. The appropriate flmefl1td

elasticity would be approximately .I Im In absolute value than the

incompensated elasticity. 12

In my judgement, the above reasons call for a considerable reduction

In the published price elasticity figures -- say by one-half. Thus, the

price elasticity which Is relevant for tax deductibility ranges from a high

of (-.6) (Inmnan) to (-.05) (6ramilich and Rubinfeld). Noto and Zimmerman

estimate that the average price reduction to the Itemizers due to

deductibility Is 41L3 Applying this to the range of elasticities above gives

us an expenditure estimulus of between 2% and 24X. if we choose the

mid-range of this Interval as our best guess, we get an expansion of 1 3X

In S&L expenditurtes because of deductibillty. Even though the basis for

the calculation Is extremely crude, this figure suggests that tax

deductibility may have a significant Impact on the size of the SUi sector.

Noto and Zimmerman (1983), using a price elasticity of -.5, argue that

11. Tax Deductibility as an Inefficient Subsidy
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the Increase in S&L expenditure caused by deductibility amounts to only

60t per dollar of loss to the federal treasury. Because the federal

government has the option or giving the dollar to S&L government directly,

say through Revenue Sharing, Noto and Zimmerman conclude that

deductibility Is an Inefficlent mechanism for stimulating S&L spending.

There are two flaws In this argument. If the price elasticity Is

Indeed -.5, then S&L expenditure rises by 506 per dollar of foregone

federal revenue. For the change In S&L expenditure Is equal to

-E(Ap/p)ef where ep Is price elasticity, Ap/p Is the price reduction to

Itemizers, and E Is the original (prededuction) level of S&L expenditure.

The cost to the federal government, on the other hand, is E(Ap/p). The

ratio of these two Is clearly -ep, and Is Independent of the size of the

price reduction

Using my own figures for ep, we obtain an expenditure stimulus of 56

to 606 per dollar of federal expenditure. This appears to strengthen Noto
and Zimmerman's Inefficiency argument. Further Inspection of the logic,
however, raises some serious doubts about their hypothesis.

First, It should be noted that If we consider Revenue Sharing to be the
alternative to tax deductibility, we no longer can decrease Income tax
rates In the face of the repeal of deductibility. To the average taxpayer,
this means that his/her taxes will have risen by the average tax-saving
from deductibility. Thus, repeal of deductibility will carry with It an
Income effect. This Income effect will cause S&L taxpayers to reduce

their demand for public services.
Second, the allocation of Revenue Sharing money to S&L governments
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does not guarantee that all such funds will remain with them. These

governments have the option of reducing their taxes, in effect sharing

some of the Revenue Sharing with the taxpayer.

The net effect of substituting tax deductibility by Revenue Sharing

will depend, In part, upon the relative size of these two effects. And there

are good theoretical reasons to suppose that these effects will exactly

cancel out. Suppose, Instead of giving the Revenue Sharing monies to SU

officials the federal government gave the money directly to the taxpayer.

These monies would, in the aggregate, exactly match the tax Increase

caused by the repeal of deductibility. 1 3 Thus, taxpayers as a whole would

be no worse off nor better off with respect to the Income that they must

allocate between private goods and S&U services. If follows that the only

effect of the change that remains operative Is an Increase In the tax price

that voters confront for Incremental S$L services. Using the argument of

the preceding section, the, S&tL expenditures could be expected to fall by

25 to 243. Contrary to Noto and Zimmerman, then, our reasoning suggests

that tax deductibility may be more stimulative than Revenue Sharing,

Central to our argument Is the hypothesis that General Revenue

Sharing would have the same stimulative effect whether the monies are

given to SIU. governments or to S&L citizens. If voters are perceptive, It

Is reasonable to assume that this Is the case because the total resources

available to the community would be the same In either event. But there is

not support for this proposition in the empirical literature on the
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determinants of S&L expenditures. Studies repeatedly find that general

purpose grants, such as General Revenue SharIng, stimulate spending by a

much greater amount than would a similar Increase In community Income.

According to Gramlich and Galper, for instance, an unrestricted grant of Si

would Increase spending by 43( while a S I Increase In Income would raise

spending by only 9. This disparity has come to be known as the 'flypaper

effect---money sticks where It hits.

Various attempts have been made to reconcile the flypaper result

with public choice models of budget determination. Some use 'voter

Illusion' to explain the result, others bureaucratic control of the political

agenda, and still others the deadweight losses of S&L taxes. None of these

explanations, to date, have received widespread acceptance. The median

voter paradigm to which the flypaper effect Is Inconsistent continues to

dominate the public choice literature.

To some, Including the author, the problem may involve the empirical

estimates themselves. All of the estimates for General Revenue Sharing,

for example, were based upon behavior during a period during which the

growth rate of SM. taxation was undergoing a profound shift-- the decade

of the seventies. It Is not unreasonable to believe that many governments

found themselves in a disequilibrium situation, trying to accomodate

budgets to the changing demography and voter tastes. Revenue Sharing, In

such a situation, could have helped to ease the period of transition to the

lower growth track, allowing budgets to be larger than they would be in

the new equlilbrium setting. The widespread 'taxpayer revolt- of the late

seventies Is ample evidence of the pressures put on S&L governments. For

many governments, particularly central cities, the problem has continued
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into the eighties with the cutback of many federal social programs. Thus,

it may be that, over time, the predictions of the median voter model will

prevail.

The upshot of this discussion Is that it would be Imprudent to base an

important policy change upon an empirical finding that is at odds with a

model which enjoys widespread acceptance. To use an example, twenty

years ago the preponderance of empirical work supported the hypothesis

that, in the short-run, the corporation Income tax was passed on to

consumers -- a result totally at odds with the hypothesis of profit

maximization. Over time, however, using different methods, economists

have come to find that the burden of the corporation Income tax falls upon

owners of capital. By analogy, it seems premature to accept the f lypaWer

hypothesis. Considerably more evidence is required before we should base

policy upon this result 14

To conclude this section, It Is not necessarily the case that tax

deductibility will stimulate S&L spending by less than a program of

General Revenue Sharing Indeed, theoretical consideration suggest that

the opposite may be true. In any event, the evidence Is not sufficiently

clear cut to conclude that tax deductibility Is an Inefficient form of

subsidy to S&L governments. This is not to say that there are not grant

mechanisms that could more effectively stimulate particular forms of Su.

expenditures. But with respect to stimulating SL expenditures In

general, tax deductibility Is not Inherently inefficient.
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IV. CONSEQUENCFS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FISCAL STIMULUS

PROVIDED RY DFDrJCTIBILILITYV

We now turn to the question of whether or not the stimulus

provided to SU spending by deductibility can be justified. In a world

without spillovers among communites (externalities), without S&L

redistributive activity, and In which all S&L services are financed through

benefit taxation, the answer is an unequivocal no. Left to their own

devices, 5L governments, In these circumstances, would provide an

optimal level of public services. Tax deductibility would lead to over-

consumptlon of 58L services.

As pointed out earlier, however, these circumstances do not

correspond to reality. S&L governments provide a wide variety of services

which are enjoyed by citizens who reside outside the boundaries of the

providing jurlisdiction. S&L government also engage In Income

redistribution activities and benefit taxation tends to be the exception

rather than the rule. The consequence of each of these factors for the

desirability of S&L taxes shall be discussed In turn.

First, consider externalities. For obvious reasons, S&L governments

will underprovide services which generate externalities. Deductibility, by

lowering the tax price of all services, will stimulate the provision of

externality producing services. It has long been believed, however, that a

more effective means of dealing with Interjurlsdictional externalities Is

through a set of conditional grants targeted towards those activities

Which produce externalitles. While this position seems plausible In

theory, It has fared less well in practice. The proliferation of conditional
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grants programs during the sixties and seventies resulted in an unwieldy

morass of regulations and paperwork, substantially reducing the

effectiveness of the grants. It Is also now suspected that the federal

bureaucracy, bound by rules of uniformity. Is not capable of fIne tuning a

categorical grants program to account for significant differences among

local situations. The result has been a gradual deemphasis of categorical

grants In favor of block, grants which can be used by recipient

governments over a broad range of programs. The effect of block grants Is

not dissimilar to that of an unconditional grant such as General Revenue

Sharing, because of the fungibility of resources. Hence, much of the

ability to target federal resources towards externalities has been lost

through blocking. It Is not clear, therefore, that deductibility Is a less

effective means of dealing with externalities than Its principal

alternatives -- unconditional or block grants. While block grants may have

some edge with respect to targeting In a broad sense, deductibility has the

advantage of providing a price effect for stimulating spending.

Second, many S&L expenditure programs are explicitly or defacto

redistributive In character. t5 Deductibility fosters spending on such

categories. However, the conventional wisdom has held that Income

redistribution should be left to the federal government. This Is because

citizen mobility can thwart attempts to redistribute and because there is

a national Interest In redistrlbutionr Here again, conventional wisdom

flies In the face of reality. S&L governments So redistribute without

lossing all of their population. Moreover, AU levels of government have

consistently chosen to provide much of their redistribution through

In-Kind transfer programs such as rood, shelter, medical assistance, and
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subsidized public services. Among the last are below cost provision of

police, fire, education, transportation, and a whole range of other services.

These programs are precisely those provided by the S&L sector so that

S&L governments must be part of the Income redistribution process. But

because the Interest of those residing outside the Jurisdiction providing

the services are not taken Into account, we tend to get too little S&L

redistribution without federal Intervention-

Just as In the case of externalities one can argue that such

redistribution as Is accompiished via deductibility could be more

effectively achieved by a grant program targeted to the communities In

which the poor reside. Here the argument Is more te iIng because some of

the benefits of deductibility accrue to communities where few poor live--

e.g., affluent suburbs. Moreover, it should be relatively simple to define a

grant formula which Is targeted to the poor. Even so, at the state level,

deductibility might come close to such a formula, For It is precisely those

states who engage In vigorous redistribution to the poor, e.g., the

Northeast, which obtain disproportionate benefits of deductibility. It may

also be the case that the subsidy to wealthy suburban jurisdictions Is not

totally unwarranted for there are strong fiscal Incentives for such

communities to close their doors to the poor. The elimination of

deductibility would serve to increase these forces. Even with these

caveats, however, there are probably better ways of reditributing Income

to the poor than by the 'trickling down benefits provided through

deductibility.

Third, let us consider the consequences of non-benefit taxation. The

taxes used to finance S&L services will distort choices between work and
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leisure, consumption and saving, between taxed and non-taxed

commodities, and, most importantly, of where to live. These distortions

and their associated efficiency costs may be taken into account when

deciding upon the level of S&L services. Since they Increase the costs of

public services they can be expected to lead to a smaller public sector

than otherwise. Deductibility, by reducing the effective marginal rates of

S&U taxes, Is an effective way of dealing with this problem. While one

might argue that the higher federal tax rates needed to f inance

deductibility also produce distortions, this has no bearing on the argument

at hand. For no SUL government will consider Its Impact on federal tax

revenues when making Its expenditure decisions. Finally, there may be a

consequence of the fiscal stimulus provided by deductibility that we have

overlooked in the discussion thus far. The stimulus applies to any

expenditure financed by S&L taxes. There is the Incentive, therefore, to

have SUL governments provide goods and services that would have

normally been provided by citizens themselves In the private sector.

Instead of paying for private dancing lessons one could have the school

district provide dancing as a part of Its extra-curriculum activities. Or

one could have a golf Course provided by a municipality Instead of through

a private country club. In such situations, citizen-voters trade of f some

loss of control over the quality of services for the tax savings provided by

deductibility.

The extent to which this Is a serious problem cannot be resolved

without considerable time and effort not available to us. However, the

existence of public recreational facilities such as golf or tennis, Is not

primae facie evidence of abuse of deductibility. It may be social policy to
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open up such activities to those with modest incomes. Indeed, the problem

should arise only in connection with small, wealthy local jurisdictions

where citizens can closely monitor the fiscal activities of their

governments. it is difficult to Imagine abuse In hard pressed central

cities or In heterogeneous state jurisdictions.

To sum up this section, there are a number of legitimate reasons for

promoting the expansion of S&L expenditures. In one case, the distortion

caused by non-benefit S&L taxes, a general expansion Is the objective. 16

In the other two cases, externalities and redistribution, expansion Is

necessary for only selected services. For redistribution could probably be

done more effectively through a program of compensatory grants to

jurisdictions with high Incidences of poverty. For externalities, however,

deductibility could be as effective as any alternative which Is open to the

federal government.

V. OITHR CrNSEAMENrES OF THE RfPEA OF DEDCTIBILITY

A, Redjced Prndurtilty

The repeal of tax deductibility could be interpreted within the

context of moving towards a flat Income tax or modified flat Income tax.

That Is, the additional revenues afforded by repeal could be used to lower

marginal rates of the existing federal Income tax. Since the efficiency or

deadweight losses of a tax are an increasing function of Its marginal tax

rates, such a change would appear to promote productivity of resources.
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This may not necessarily be the outcome, however. The repeal of

deductibility would result in higher marginal rates of S&L taxes for

Itemizers and hence Increase deadweight losses at the 5&L level. Indeed.

the net result may be to lower productivity. For one thing, the excess

burden of a tax varies with the square of the marginal tax rate. Since the

benefits of deductibility are concentrated on itemizers the increase in

their marginal tax rates will be greater than the across the board decrease

given to the population at large. Hence, net excess burden might rise. The

result 1i uncertain because the mix of increased S&L taxes is different

than a simple tax on Income. For another, S&L taxes are not uniform

across jurisdictions. Repeal of deductibility is tantamount to Increasing

marginal tax rates of S&L taxes In proportion to existing levels. This

would lead to a reshuffling of population among jurisdictions and/or a

general decrease in S&L expenditure, both leading to eff Iciency losses. 1 7

For these reasons, the efficiency reasons given to justify flat-taxes

In general do not pply in the case of the deductibility of S&L taxes.

B. nIstort the Tax Structures of SAL venentn

If the contemplated reform is to eliminate the deductibility of

personal S&L taxes while continuing the deductibility of business taxes,

one might expect S1L govermnent to respond by Increasing their emphasis

on business taxes. Indeed, in the case of personal Income taxes, the states

could deny the federal government any revenue gain by shifting to factor

taxes, such as a value-added tax or a payroll tax Such taxes would be
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similar to Income taxes except that they would be less progressive than

most state Income taxes now on the books. 18

Interestingly, emphasis In existing studies has been given to the

fact that, In the absence of deductibility, S&L governments would make

greater use of user charges. This overlooks the continued deductibility of

business taxes and the greater attraction such taxes would provide. And

the Incidence of business taxes Is much less certain than for personal

taxes, and may also seriously distort the spatial allocation of resources.

This consideration Is not simply a theoretical curlosem. Recent

work by Hettich and Winer ( 1984) has provided evidence that states

respond to tax exporting in choosing their tax structures. These effects

can be avoided only by denying the deductibility of business taxes. But

such a change Is neither likely nor desirable.

C. Incidence Effects

As pointed out above, the elimination of tax deductibility Is

equivalent to Imposing new SUi property, sales, and Income taxes upon

Itemizers. The Increase will be proportional to existing tax rates. In the

case of property taxes, this amounts to an Increase In property taxes upon

homeowners -- because the set of Itemizers Is almost Identical to the set

of homeowners. The Increase In homeowner taxes wIll be largest In

central cities and In the Northeast -- jurisdictions that are already

fiscally beleaguered. In the short run the burden will be upon such

homeowners. Nationally, this will tend to Increase the progressivity of
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the overall tax structure. Of course, the Impact on a household of given

Income will depend upon where It Is located. Thus, some higher Income

households will experience a smaller Increase In property taxes than some

lower Income households. This detail is lost if one only considers national

aggregates.

In the long-run, the burden of the higher tax on homeownership will

be spread to those who own rental housing as well as other forms of

capital. This reflects the tendency of the net returns to capital to be

equalized Since capital ownership Is positively correlated with Income,

the result will remain a progressive Incidence. However, there may be

Important excise effects to consider. Residents of high tax jurisdictions,

renters as well as owners, will experience an Increase In their housing

costs, while the situation is reversed for low tax jurisdictions. This

means that housing costs In the Northeast will rise relative to those of

the South. Once again, the aggregate Impact of the excise Impacts--Zero-

masKs Important distributional effects. The poor in Northeastern cities

will suffer higher housing costs while those In the South will enjoy lower

housing costs.

A similar story can be told for income and sales taxes. In the

short-run the Incidence will bear disproportionately upon Itermizers

(homeowners) who live in high tax areas. In the long-run, such people will

tend to migrate to lower tax areas. This will raise land costs and hence

living costs In the recipient areas (opposite to property taxation) while

lowering those In sending areas. Thus, the Initial effects will be

mitigated by migrationf
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in summary, the incidence effects of deductibility and Its repeal

are complex and Involve effects such as changes In the costs of

homeownership which are not obvious on the surface. In case of repeal,

the burden, in the long run, of the higher S&L taxes will be felt by rich and

poor alike, with the aggregate outcome exhibiting some Increase In the

progressivity of the tax structure. But the Increase progressivity will not

be uniform. Some well- to-do will benefit and some poor will lose. Some

gain of vertical equity will be achieved by some loss of horizontal equity.

0. Ff fects an the Prnwgelylty of SU Tax I c

The effects of tax deductibility Is to reduce the effective

progressivity of S&L taxes because of the rising marginal tax structure of

the federal Income tax Thus, a sales tax, which might be otherwise

proportional In Incidence, Is converted Into a regressive tax In net termis

by deductibility. This will not go unnoticed by S&L officials. It will

encourage then to choose tax rates structures as well as tax base

definitions which will be more progressive than otherwise. if

deductibility Is eliminated so will be this Incentive. Thus, the apparent

increase In progressivity discussed in the last section may be offset by

SU governments moving towards a more regressive tax structure.
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VI. PARTIAL FLIMINATIONOF TAx nFrDUCTIRILTYy

An alternative to outright repeal Is to eliminate some portion of

deductibility. Several Ideas have surfaced One Is to place a cap on

deductibility, another to put a floor under It. Still another Is to repeal the

deductibility of the sales tax

Let us start with sales taxes. Our argument, though, would apply to

the elimination of either the two other taxes. We can find no coherent

basis for such a reform. There is, at best, a weak relationship between

the payment of sales tax and the receipt of public service benefits An

this relationship presumes a monotonic relationship between Income (and

hence purchases), on one hand, and public service benefits on another, As

we argued In section 11, such a well behaved relationship may not exist.

More Importantly, it does not exist across space. Some states do not even

use a sales tax and most local governments do not. Even among those units

that use a sales tax, the extent of use Is extremely variable. Elimination

of sales deductibility would make the present Federal Income Tax more

Inequitable.

It Is also not clear that repeal of sales tax deductibility will have any

effect upon the level of Federal subisdy flowing to S&L governments. For

these governments have several options open to them: (I) Increase reliance

on Income, property, and business taxes; (2) convert the sales tax to a

value-added tax which is deductible. In either event the stimulus to

maqgnDai U spending would not be materially reduced Moreover, the

revenue gain to the Federal Government would be significantly lessened
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The major effect of the proposal, then, would be to discourage the use of

the sales tax as we now know It.

Next, consider a f loor below the tax deduction. This could take the

form of a flat dollar figure above which taxes are deductible or some

percentage or Income.

We consider the flat floor first If set low enough, such a floor would

not change the marginal incentives that currently exist to Increase

services. But it would still encourage S&L governments to shirt to

business taxes. With respect to tax equity a modest fixed doliar floor

would constitute an Improvement because all citizens enjoy some level of

public service benefits. Thus, there Is considerable merit to the Idea of a

floor If It is deemed desirable to maintain the spending and other

Incentives of present arrangements. In effect, a fixed dollar floor

constitutes a lump-sum tax on Itemizers. And such a tax would be

progressive because the value of the floor Is directly proportional to one's

marginal tax rate. The f loor could be computed as a percentage of aerage

S&L f nanred expenditure upon non-redistributional programs

A floor computed as a percentage of income would have many of the

same attributes as a fixed dollar floor. Since S&L tax payments Increase

with Income such an approach could yield greater revenue gains to the

Federal Government and provide more progressivity. The dIfrficulty,

however, may be to fInd a percentage fIgure that does not remove a

significant number of Itemizers from those who enjoy marginal Income tax

reductions from the expansion of S&L expenditures. For this reason, It

may be preferable to have a f ixed dollar floor which grows over time with

S&L spending
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A ceiling on tax deductibility, it chosen low enough, would remove

virtually all Incentive effects from the present system. All that would

remain would be a redistribution of income from wealthy Itemizers to less

affluent Itemizers and tax payers In general. While this would seem to be

desirable on distribution grounds, I.e., It Is more progressive than a floor,

It creates similar horizontal Inequities that full repeal would produce. In

effect, It assumes that the only beneficiaries of S&L public services are

those people that pay a good deal In taxes. Such an assumption seem

untenable. It a ceiling Is to be Imposed, then, legislators would be best

served by setting It at zero.

Thus, as a partial reform, a ceiling on deductibility has little to say

for It. For It has the same Incentive effects as total repeal but less

fairness.

VI 1. aOnC WISE

This brief survey of the consequences of S&L tax deductibility by

households under the U.S. Personal Income Tax reveals them to be many,

complex, and far reaching. It Is unlikely that many of these effects were

foreseen by the framers of U.S. Income Tax law, nor have some of them

been considered by those who advocate reform.

Among our principal findings Is that the equity case for total repeal Is

far from compelling. The connection between Individual tax payments and

service benefits Is not a close one. This owes to the redistributive

character of many Sk programs and the fact that poor are not uniformly
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spread among SE jurisdictions. At best, equity arguments can be used to

put a floor on tax deductibility, reflecting the fact that all enjoy some

level of S8L service benefits.

Another conclusion challenges the growing belief that SK tax

deductibility Is a less efficient means of aiding S&L governments than a

system of Revenue Sharing and/or Block Grants. Such arguments tend to

confuse the Income and price effects of the spending stimulus provided by

the alternative mechanisms. Unlike the grants approach, tax deductibility

offers a price stimulus to spending. 19 Grants can be more effective only If

they have a more powerful Income effect; but here, the evidence Is far

from complete.

A third conclusion Is that S&L governments may respond to the partial

or total repeal of personal tax deductions by redirecting and redefining

their tax systems towards business taxes. Sometimes the change will be

cosmetic, only changing the locus of the tax payment. Other times It will

be substantive, leading to distortion In resource allocation as well as

highly uncertain Incidence effects This 'loophole' will be very difficult

to close so that lawmakers should be fully appraised of Its existence.

Finally, repeal will add far less progressivity than Is suggested by

looking at the aggregate distribution of tax deductions accross Income

classes The Increased effective rates of SU taxes will be shifted

towards rich and poor alike In other jurisdictions. Moreover, S&L

governments may react by reducing the progessivity of their own tax

structures
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Endnotes

IThis estimate was taken from Noto and Zimmerman (1983).
2The very same argument can be made for property tax finance if the

Income elasticity of the demand for housing Is unity. A qualitatively

similar argunent can be made for any degree of progression of the tax

system; all that matters Is that taxes and Income are positively

correlated
3Let

q-Dip,l)

p * I/Y

where q a public service demand, p - tax price, I * Income, and Y *

community Income, Then

dq/di - q/I(E1 - EP)

4This follows trivially from the fact that, at their prevailing tax price,

the well-to-do have excess demand
5This conclusion Is based upon the assumption of declining marginal

benefits from public services.
60f course we might still have some problem of horizontal Inequilty;

similarly situated Individuals might enjoy widely different net fiscal

benefits

7kramnlct and Rubinfeld ((1982) allege to have found a 'pro-rich' bias In

the supply of local public services In Michigan. Such a bias, however, Is

measured 9=C of tax paid and cannot be used to refute our contention

here.
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8The characterization of defensive outlays was first made by Bradford,

Malt, and Oates (1969). For a further elaboration, see Hamilton (1983).

%or a discussion of the quantitative significance of such redistribution In

large urban areas, see Oakland ( 1979).

I(The repeal of deductibility could be viewed as a revenue measure and

thus have income effects. But such an action should be evaluated as an

alternative to other revenue enhancing measures -- e.g. raising tax rates.

Hence, It Is appropriate to abstract from Income effects.

I IFor a survey of the literature see the companion piece by F.T. Sparrow

(1985).
12 The compensated and uncompensated elasticities differ by the product

of the share of SU. expenditure In total Income and the Income elasticity

of demand for public services. Assuming the latter to be unity and the

former to be ten percent, we arrive at the reduction factor of .I.

13This argument abstracts from the distributional differences between a

Revenue Sharing Program and tax deductibilIty.

14 This argument Is more than conjecture. Gramlich and Rubinfeld

(I 982)'s estimates Imply that the f lypaper result does not hold for

Michigan In the early 80s. The effect of Income on pubilc spending Is

greater than the effect or unconditional grants.

15 For an estimate of the quantitative significance of such redistribution,

see Oakland ( 1976).

16 WIth the exception of course, of publicly provided private services.

17This outcome reflects our working hypothesis that S&L taxes are not

benefit charges. If they are, the present system distorts the spatial

allocation of resources and repeal would eliminate the distortion.
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I aOne might thInk the states could also thwart repeal by shifting the legal

liability of the retail sales tax from the consmner to the firm. This would

not affect federal tax receipts, however, because the sales tax would

become part of the firm's taxable receipts as well as a deductible expense.

19 The present Revenue Sharing Program does have a price effect because

of a tax effort component In the formula. Relative to tax deductibility,

however, this Incentive Is small.
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Representative OBEY. Thank you very much. Mr. Minarik.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH J. MINARIK, SENIOR RESEARCH
ASSOCIATE, THE URBAN INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. MINARIK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. One of the major provi-
sions of the Reagan administration's proposed individual income
tax reform plan is the repeal of the deductibility of State and local
taxes. This step is estimated to increase revenues by roughly $35
billion per year by the end of the decade. Obviously, this is a course
neither to be taken lightly nor to be casually deleted from the plan.

My brief prepared statement today from my own perspective of
reform of the Federal income tax will be divided into two parts:
First, is the repeal of the deductibility of State and local taxes eco-
nomically wise? And second, would the repeal of State and local
tax deductions help us to attain badly needed tax reform?

To betray my conclusions at the outset, it seems to me that the
economic arguments for repealing all State and local tax deduc-
tions, though they have some appeal, do not obviously dominate
the case for retaining the deductions. But beyond those consider-
ations, I believe that a tax reform package without the State and
local deductions is in for much rougher sledding than would be an-
other plan that retained those deductions.

First of all, does it make economic sense? The main economic ar-
gument against the State and local tax deductions, as articulated
by the Treasury, is that these taxes are voluntary costs incurred by
residents of each locality to provide services to themselves. By
making these costs deductible, the current Federal income tax law
unfairly and inefficiently subsidizes those who voluntarily choose
to provide themselves with more of these services. Furthermore,
some of these services might be provided by private businesses, and
the tax deduction inefficiently subsidizes public delivery.

Well, maybe. Some State and local government services might be
seen as direct benefits to taxpayers, and some can be provided
through either a public or a private mode. But a traditional argu-
ment of economists has been that governments are formed to pro-
vide services that the private market would not produce, or would
produce in insufficient supply. And the reason for this undersupply
is that these services provide general benefits to society, not the
direct benefits to individuals claimed in the Treasury argument.

As both the previous witnesses have argued, one can look at the
educational systems provided by State and local governments as an
instance where relatively well-to-do Federal taxpayers provide the
funds to supply education to the population at large. If the cost of
those educational services is increased to those people who could
afford to go outside of the public systems and into the private
market, they may well lobby and vote to reduce the size of those
public systems. A cutback in the public systems has an effect on
the entire population, including those who are not affected by the
Federal tax change whatsoever.

It's even more clear when one goes from the education function
to the public income support function that upper income taxpayers,
those who pay substantial tax liabilities under the Federal income
tax, are providing support to people who are not taxpayers, and

49-321 0 - 85 - 3
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that this is a function that is not a direct benefit to the taxpayers
themselves. As I point out in my prepared statement, education
costs are approximately 40 percent of the total expenditures of
State and local governments and income support for low-income
people is approximately another 16 percent. So we are talking
about the majority of State and local expenditures in these two
areas where we really shouldn't look at these expenditures of State
and local governments as being direct services to individuals.

Nonetheless, I think the Treasury proposal does have some merit
in the sense that the deductibility of State and local taxes can en-
courage the provision of gold-plated services in affluent localities.
But keep in mind that reduced tax rates will curb such practices
even if State and local tax deductions are retained. Under the cur-
rent law, a public swimming pool, cabana and spa would cost a lo-
cality of top-bracket taxpayers 50 cents on the dollar after the Fed-
eral deduction; under the Treasury's tax rates it would cost 65
cents. Note that other tax plans, such as the Bradley-Gephardt pro-
posal, would achieve even lower tax rates, and thus a higher pri-
vate cost. This is a marginal but a significant increase in the pri-
vate cost of gold-plated, tax-deductible projects. It is, further, a re-
flection of the general amelioration of all remaining distortions
and inequities that tax reform and rate reduction can bring.

But in the area where I've spent most of my time, Mr. Chairman,
I'd like to look at the question of whether repeal of these deduc-
tions would help to achieve tax reform.

The Treasury asserts that the very large revenue cost of the
State and local tax deductions is a crucial roadblock to tax reform.
To quote from the general explanation of the provisions of Treas-
ury I, "Unless those revenues are recovered, the rates of tax on
nonexcluded income will remain at their current unnecessarily
high levels."

Well, perhaps. There is no denying that revenue gained in any
one part of a tax reform package allows other parts to be more le-
nient toward particular interests. It may be that absent those reve-
nues, the necessary heavier taxes on some other sector of the econ-
omy would capsize the package politically.

But the repeal of State and local tax deductions imposes pain of
its own. That pain will be concentrated on middle- and upper-
middle-income families, mostly homeowners, who live in high-tax
areas. Those taxpayers now itemize their deductions, but they will
lose much of that relief with the repeal of the State and local tax
deductions. In some areas of the country, that loss will be sufficient
to more than offset the higher personal exemptions and the modest
rate reductions at middle-income levels. The taxpayers hardest hit
will be those with the least flexibility in their family budgets, pre-
cisely because their State and local tax bills are large.

This causes two problems. First, these taxpayers could comprise
another pressure group opposed to tax reform on grounds of pure
self-interest. But second, and even more troubling, it could erode
the image of fairness that tax reform must achieve. Remember
that State and local tax deductions are not manipulative; they do
not figure in tax shelter schemes, unlike some of the preferences
that were treated more kindly in the administration plan. What is
the answer to a middle-income homeowner who wonders why the
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oil and gas lobby got away essentially scot-free, while his State and
local tax deductions were declared an egregious loophole?

Any reduction of tax rates would narrow the tax differential be-
tween high-tax and low-tax regions, by reducing the value of any
additional deductions. But retaining the State and local tax deduc-
tions would eliminate the potential political problem of the Treas-
ury approach by providing a "cushion" for residents of high-tax
areas. The tax differential among geographical areas would be re-
duced, but not eliminated.

Let me digress just for 1 minute if I might, Mr. Chairman, on a
point that the President raised in his address last night.

The President said-and that sentiment has been echoed else-
where-that nonitemizing taxpayers, those who claim the standard
deduction, are in effect subsidizing itemizing taxpayers through the
deductibility of State and local taxes. I think that's a very tricky
question and I think we have to look at that conclusion somewhat
critically.

Suppose that the President had suggested as a part of his tax
reform plan that we repeal the zero-bracket amounts. So, in other
words, every taxpayer, regardless of his income level and regard-
less of the deductions that he could claim, would have to itemize
his deductions. In that case, low and lower middle-income taxpay-
ers who are now claiming the standard deductions would have to
fill out schedule A and enumerate all of their deductible expenses,
including, let's say for the sake of argument, State and local taxes.

We can conclude by the fact that these people now choose to
claim the zero-bracket amount, that if we repealed it they would
have to pay higher taxes. But they would be claiming State and
local tax deductions just the same as people who now itemize.
Would that mean that those people were no longer subsidizing
upper income taxpayers who itemize those deductions, even though
the lower income taxpayers were paying more because they
couldn't claim the zero-bracket amount?

I think we have to look at this question somewhat critically. The
function of the zero-bracket amount is in large part to save many
taxpayers, almost two-thirds under the current law, the obligation
of recordkeeping and the complication of filling out their itemized
deduction.

I don't think we should jump to the conclusion then that people
who are saved the obligation of writing out all their State and local
taxes and given a tax reduction besides by the generosity of the
zero-bracket amount are necessarily subsidizing those who itemize
the deductions that the zero-bracket taxpayers don't have to
itemize.

For my conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I think the Treasury's argu-
ments against the State and local tax deductions have some merit.
In my judgment-and I have to be honest about this-from my con-
cern about the state of the Federal Tax Code, if the only alterna-
tive to the current Federal income tax were a reformed system
with no State and local tax deductions, we should take that re-
formed system.

Fortunately, however, we don't have to make that choice. The
Bradley-Gephardt bill has demonstrated that we can attain a reve-
nue-neutral tax reform-which on the individual side, I might add,
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raises more revenue than the President's proposal-without elimi-
nating the major State and local tax deductions.

But again, I think we have to be responsible and we must under-
stand that if we do retain State and local tax deductions within the
shell of the President's proposal, we have some ground to make up.
We would have to raise more revenue. Such a tax reform would re-
quire a tougher and more even-handed approach than some might
like. It would require real taxation of fringe benefits. It would re-
quire a more rigorous stand on industry benefits and, in all likeli-
hood, it would also require some limit on the value of itemized de-
ductions across the board, such as the Bradley-Gephardt restriction
of deductions to a 14-percent basic tax. It could also require elimi-
nation of deductions for minor State and local taxes, including the
sales tax.

I would ask you to note that the sales tax deduction has only a
limited impact even under the current tax law. In 1982, only about
18 percent of all State and local general sales tax liabilities were
deducted on Federal individual income tax returns, compared to
almost 85 percent of income taxes and at least 32 percent of real
property taxes. This is because the sales tax, being regressive,
bears disproportionately on low-income households who tend not to
itemize their deductions. So if it were necessary, Mr. Chairman, I
would suggest that the sales tax deduction and the personal proper-
ty tax and other minor deductions might be sacrificed to obtain the
more important deductions of the more important taxes, which are
the income and property taxes.

These would be tough choices, but the benefits of tax reform in
terms of economic efficiency and public morale could be immense.
It is entirely possible that these benefits would be better and more
likely attained without elimination of the major State and local tax
deductions.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Minarik follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH J. MINARIK'

SHOULD WE REPEAL THE STATE AND LOCAL TAX DEDUCTIONS?

One of the major provisions of the Reagan-administration's proposed

individual income tax reform plan is the repeal of the deductibility of state

and local taxes. This step is estimated to increase revenues by roughly $35

billion per year by the end of the decade. Obviously, this is a course

neither to be taken lightly nor to be casually deleted from the plan.

My brief prepared statement today will be divided into two parts: First,

is the repeal of the deductibility of state and local taxes economically

wise? And second, would the repeal of state and local tax deductions help us

to attain badly needed fundamental tax reform?

To betray my conclusions at the outset, it seems to me that the economic

arguments for repealing all state and local tax deductions, though they have

some appeal, do not obviously dominate the case for retaining the

deductions. But beyond those considerations, I believe that a tax reform

package without the state and local deductions is in for much rougher sledding

than would be another plan that retained those deductions.

DOES IT MAKE ECONOMIC SENSE?

The main economic argument against the state and local tax deductions, as

articulated by the Treasury, is that these taxes are voluntary costs incurred

by residents of each locality to provide services to themselves. By making

these costs deductible, the current federal income tax law unfairly and

inefficiently subsidizes those who voluntarily choose to provide themselves

with more of these services. (Furthermore, some of these services might be

provided by private businesses, and the tax deduction inefficiently subsidizes

public delivery.)

tOpins expressed herein are the author's alone and should not be attributed to The
Urban Institute, its officers, trustees, or funders.
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Well, maybe. Some state and local government services might be seen as

direct benefits to taxpayers, and some can be provided through either a public

or a private mode. But a traditional argument of economists has been that

governments are formed to provide services that the private market would not

produce, or would produce in insufficient supply. And the reason for this

undersupply is that these services provide general benefits to society, not

the direct benefits to individuals claimed in the Treasury argument.

A crucial area where this problem of undersupply may interact with

deductibility is education. The Treasury asserts that taxpayers can choose

how much of public services, like education, they want to buy; and that that

choice is the most efficient one. Clearly, left to their own resources, the

most affluent taxpayers could provide adequate education for their own

children; and so if the cost of public education rose, as through repeal of

state and local tax deductions, those taxpayers would likely wish to cut back

on public systems. But the future of our country depends not on the education

of the few, or even of the most affluent 50 percent plus one, but rather on

that of the entire population. The state and local tax deductions encourage

the expansion of public education, when a more market-oriented approach might

lead to a deterioration. Thus, education can be seen as a general benefit to

society, as well as a direct benefit to taxpayers. Note that education is the

largest single expense of state and local governments, comprising 40 percent

of total expenditures in 1982, according to the national income and product

accounts.

Like the provision of public education, income support for the poor might

be seen not as a direct benefit to taxpayers, but as a transfer to those whose

incomes are low enough that they pay little or no federal income taxes. In

parts of the country where the cost of living is high or where low-income
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people historically have been concentrated, the cost of these transfer

services is relatively greater. Many of these costs are borne through state

and local taxes. Eliminating the deductibility of these taxes could lead to

reductions in services for the low-income population, or in the extreme, to a

"beggar thy neighbor" war in which urban areas race each other to cut welfare

benefits and encourage outmigration of their low-income populatibns.

Nonetheless, the Treasury position has some merit; the deductibility of

state and local taxes can encourage the provision of gold-plated services in

affluent localities. But keep in mind that reduced tax rates will curb such

practices even if state and local tax deductions are retained. Under the

current law, a public swimming pool, cabana and spa would cost a locality of

top-bracket taxpayers 50 cents on the dollar after the federal deduction;

under the Treasury's tax rates it would cost 65 cents. (Note that other tax

plans, such as the Bradley-Gephardt proposal, would achieve even lower tax

rates, and thus a higher private cost.) This is a marginal but a significant

increase in the private cost of a tax-deductible project. It is, further, a

reflection of the general amelioration of all remaining distortions and

inequities that tax reform brings.

WOULD IT HELP TO ACHIEVE TAX REFORM?

The Treasury asserts that the very large revenue cost of the state and

local tax deductions is a crucial roadblock to tax reform. To quote from the

general explanation of the provisions of "Treasury I", "Unless those revenues

are recovered, the rates of tax on nonexcluded income will remain at their

current unnecessarily high levels." (Volume 2, page 63. Emphasis added.)

Well, perhaps. There is no denying that revenue gained in any one part

of a tax reform package allows other parts to be more lenient toward
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particular interests. It may be that absent those revenues, the necessary

heavier taxes on some other sector of the economy would capsize the package

politically.

But the repeal of state and local tax deductions imposes pain of its

own. That pain will be concentrated on middle- and upper-middle income

families, mostly homeowners, who live in high-tax areas. Those taxpayers now

itemize their deductions, but they will lose much of that relief with the

repeal of the state and local tax deductions. In some areas of the country,

that loss will be sufficient to more than offset the higher personal

exemptions and the modest rate reductions at middle-income levels. The

taxpayers hardest hit will be those with the least flexibility in their family

budgets, precisely because their-state and local tax bills are large.

This causes two problems. First, these taxpayers could comprise another

pressure group opposed to tax reform on grounds of pure self-interest. But

second and even more troubling, it could erode the image of fairness that tax

reform must achieve. Remember that state and local tax deductions are not

manipulative; they do not figure in tax shelter schemes, unlike some of the

preferences that were treated more kindly in the administration plan. What is

the answer to a middle-income homeowner who wonders why the oil and gas lobby

got away essentially scot-free, while his state and local tax deductions were

declared an egregious loophole?

Any reduction of tax rates would narrow the tax differential between

high-tax and low-tax regions, by reducing the value of any additional

deductions. But retaining the state and local tax deductions would eliminate

the potential political problem of the Treasury approach by providing a

"cushion" for residents of these high-tax areas. The tax differential among

geographical areas would be reduced, but not eliminated.
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CONCLUSION

The Treasury's arguments against the state and local tax deductions have

some merit. In my judgment, if the only alternative to the current federal

income tax were a reformed system with no state and local tax deductions, we

should take that reformed system.

Fortunately, however, we need not make that choice. The Bradley-Gephardt

bill has demonstrated what we can attain a revenue-neutral tax reform without

eliminating the major state and local tax deductions.

We must understand, however, that such a tax reform requires a tougher

and more even-handed approach than some might like. It requires real taxation,

of fringe benefits, a more rigorous stand on industry benefits, and in all

likelihood some limit on the value of itemized deductions across the board

(such as the Bradley-Gephardt restriction of deductions to a 14 percent basic

tax). It could also require elimination of deductions for minor state and

local taxes, including the sales tax. (Note that the sales tax deduction has

only a limited impact even under the current law. In 1982, only about 18

percent of all state and local general sales tax liabilities were deducted on

federal individual income tax returns, compared to almost 85 percent of income

taxes and at least 32 percent of real property taxes. This is because the

sales tax, being regressive, bears disproportionately on low-income households

who tend not to itemize their deductions.)

These would be tough choices, but the benefits of tax reform in terms of

economic efficiency and public morale could be immense. It is entirely

possible that these benefits would be better and more likely attained without

elimination of the major state and local tax deductions.
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Representative OBEY. Thank you all.
Let me ask Mr. Oakland-you obviously are not enthusiastic

about the prospect of eliminating the deductibility of State and
local taxes. You say that you prepared a study for the Treasury De-
partment on that subject?

Mr. OAKLAND. Yes; I have it with me here.
Representative OBEY. Has the Treasury Department yet released

that study? i
Mr. OAKLAND. I'm not entirely sure. I checked with the Treasury

Department and they said it would be no problem with submitting
it to the committee.

Representative OBEY. Fine. We would certainly like to have it,
but to my knowledge, the Treasury Department had not yet re-
leased this study and that's why I was especially anxious to get it
in the record today if I could.

To start right here where we're all sitting today, we are in a city
which has, I believe, a top tax rate of 11 percent in the District. My
understanding is that the top rate in Virginia is 5.5 percent, just
across the river.

Representative STARK. 6.3 and 10.7 here.
Representative OBEY. OK. What are the public policy implica-

tions in an area like this, for instance? Obviously, I care about my
own area more, but this, I think, is a good example of an area
which has large differentials between taxation levels at the local
level. What are the public policy implications of the repeal of this
provision of existing law in terms of the ability, say, of the core
city to retain higher income taxpayers which I assume provide a
significant share of revenue to the District of Columbia govern-
ment?

Mr. OAKLAND. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think you've answered
some of your own questions there. It seems to me pretty clear that
the flight to the suburbs of the middle and upper income classes
that have so plagued our central cities and seems to have been ta-
pering off in recent years might well be resumed.

Certainly, we're going to increase the cost of having to reside in
the District. People make these decisions at the margin and they
may not be insubstantial. So, therefore, the ability of the District
to provide services, including services to the low-income residents
of the District, I think will be curtailed and if the District tried to
respond by raising its tax rates, it's simply going to cause further
flight.

Representative STARK. Would the gentleman yield at that point?
Representative OBEY. Sure.
Representative STARK. There's already a difference of 2-to-i be-

tween the District and Virginia. So let's take in a microsense our
well-to-do District resident. He or she has not opted to move across
the river to cut their State tax rate in half at this time-correct?

Mr. OAKLAND. They are current District residents, by definition.
Representative STARK. I'm just saying, with almost double the

rate, there's no option on the margin to move across the river at
this point?

Mr. OAKLAND. But I would suggest that there are many would-be
District residents who are out there already because of that 2-to-1
differential.
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Representative STARK. All right, but I'm just talking about the
present ones.

Now on the margin-I would never, obviously, had I ever tried to
write a Ph.D. dissertation, could I pass this board if you were
examining me, so I don't mean to question your credentials-but I
just want to talk about on the margin, if the person paying, for the
sake of simplicity, a 10-percent District tax and, in fact, at a 50-
percent margin, he is paying 5 percent of his income to the District
government if I calculate this all correctly. Under the proposed tax
reform plan, if I calculate this properly, he will be saving much
more than that. He will be saving 15 percent of his income, rather
than 5 percent.

Now give me some marginal economics that make me want to go
to Virginia because it will still be the same balance where I've al-
ready picked up a 10-percent increase in my income.

Mr. OAKLAND. Well, I think that--
Representative STARK. Just on the margin.
Mr. OAKLAND. Well, I think your reasoning is correct, other than

the fact that the 15-percent saving will accrue whether or not you
live in the District.

Representative STARK. OK. But I didn't move before, why am I
going to move now?

Mr. OAKLAND. Well, currently the tax spread, the saving, if I've
got your figures correctly-the District tax is 10 and the Virginia
tax--

Representative STARK. 10.7 and 6.3.
Mr. OAKLAND. So, for the sake of argument, the effective differ-

ential is between 5 percent and 3 percent, a 2-percent differential.
If you eliminate the deduction, it's a 4-percent differential.

Representative STARK. But my income goes up and that's going
to make me move on the margin?

Mr. OAKLAND. Well, your income will go up wherever you live.
The point is, you still can save 2 percent of your income by moving.
You will have a greater incentive to move now than you did.

Representative STARK. And I can now save 5 percent.
Mr. OAKLAND. No. Right now you can only save 2 percent.
Representative STARK. 2.5 percent.
Mr. OAKLAND. Right. Some people are more sensitive to those dif-

ferentials than others and I think you could increase the spread to
25 percent and still keep some residents in the District, but--

Representative STARK. By that token, we should all move to New
Hampshire or Nevada, right?

Mr. OAKLAND. Or Louisiana.
Representative OBEY. Let me pursue the argument that has been

made and I know you have touched on almost all of these questions
in your statement but I'd still like to get your responses in the
record in terms of the specific points that are usually raised in de-
fense of the administration's position.

Mr. Regan, the Treasury Secretary, said a few weeks ago that
after all, the existing deduction simply protects high-income people
in high tax States and that you really don't want to be in the posi-
tion of just defending their interests, so the deduction ought to go.
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You have already referred to it in your testimony, but I wonder
if any of you would like to again specifically respond to that specif-
ic allegation. What's wrong with that argument?

Mr. OAKLAND. If the intention or the goal is to put a higher tax
on the rich, there are a lot fairer ways of doing it, such as raising
the rate. Admittedly there is a poor-rich bias to the deduction pro-
vision, but it's so unfair to eliminate it-the differences among rich
people and between different middle-income people are so great
that it's much fairer, if you want to tax the rich, go ahead and tax
them. Let's raise their marginal rates. Let's not do it by taking a
provision that on average penalizes the rich but not in all cases.
That would be my response.

Mr. RAIMONDO. Mr. Chairman, you have already mentioned this
in some statistics which you read in your opening statement about
who actually uses the deduction, and Mr. Minarik has talked about
this in terms of whether the users of the standard deduction are
benefiting or not relative to those who use the itemized deduction.

I would like to add a third element to this analysis. It would be
to raise the point again that in most State and local tax systems,
we have redistribution going on. It is inevitable. Economists like to
talk about people grouping around the public services which they
desire so that in effect for every dollar of taxes they pay, they are
getting a dollar's worth of public services. Well, that works in
theory but not very much in practice.

Empirical studies have shown that State and local tax systems
indeed are redistributive, and redistributive is just a fancy way of
saying that those of upper income are taking some of their money
to pay for services-in many cases, education-for lower income
people.

While it might be true that this deduction does benefit high-
income people to some extent, let's focus on what it actually buys
at the State and local level. It buys some subsidized State and local
services like education, recreation, road maintenance, sanitation,
sewage, police, fire protection, that people of lower income could
not afford if they had to pay for all of this themselves.

So, in effect, by eliminating the deduction, you are penalizing
States that are trying to provide adequate levels of services and
doing it willingly by taxing in a progressive fashion.

Now that was the incentive-one of the incentives that the de-
duction introduces. Its elimination would take us away from that.

I feel that the elimination of the deduction puts the Federal Gov-
ernment in a position of backing away from its redistributive func-
tion. We have seen that over the last 4 or 5 years, that the Federal
Government has constantly backed away from its redistributive ob-
ligations. This may be less dramatic than what has happened over
the first 4 years of the Reagan administration, but it is yet another
example where the Federal Government is backing out of redistri-
bution and saying to the 50 States, "Hey, guys, go it alone. We're
not a country. We are 50 unequal States. Everybody do it your own
way." And I think that's unfair.

Mr. MINARIK. Mr. Chairman, if I could just add one thing, and I
hope not to harp excessively on the issue of the sinkability of Fed-
eral income tax reform, but if you look at the pattern of changes in
tax liabilities under the current version of the Reagan plan, there's
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an overall tax cut on average of 7 percent for individual taxpayers.
Within the $30,000 to $50,000 income range, that tax cut, however,
is about 6 percent; and in the $50,000 to $100,000 income range,
that tax cut is about 4 percent.

Now that's a figure that you achieve on average across the entire
country. There is a dispersion around that average and one of the
major ways in which you can determine who gets worse than that
and who gets better than that is the State and local tax liabilities
that are paid in particular areas.

It's very hard to determine exactly what the outcome is, but it
seems to me a lot of these upper middle-income taxpayers who are
relatively numerous and who are vocal in areas of the country
where tax liabilities tend to be relatively high will figure out at
some stage in this political process that they are not going to get
the average tax cut for the population; rather, they are going to get
something less than that and possibly might wind up paying more.

And it seems to me that that puts this proposal into political
jeopardy that I think many people who are interested in achieving
Federal income tax reform would like to avoid if it were possible,
and as I said, I believe it is possible by following other courses of
raising revenue than repealing these deductions.

Representative OBEY. Let me just ask one more question and
then pass the witnesses to Congressman Stark.

The administration makes the argument, following up on the
comments that you've been making, that if people really don't like
the fact that some States are high tax States, they can vote with
their feet and they can go to different States. There's been a dis-
agreement here about whether that's likely to occur or not, but the
administration says that if people don't like the sweat in the high
tax State, they can go someplace else.

In your judgment, who is likely to do that, No. 1? And second, if
there is any significant voting with feet in that manner, what are
the results, in your judgment, going to be in the States which they
left? Insignificant, moderately significant-how do you measure
them?

Mr. OAKLAND. I don't believe that the evidence suggests that
there's going to be a large interstate migration. There might be in
certain areas such as in the New York City area between the city
and New Jersey or in the Washington area. The major kind of mi-
gration that would occur would be I think between cities and sub-
urbs where you have tax differentials existing-considerable tax
differentials between central cities and suburban areas and the tax
repeal or the deductibility repeal will widen those. I think general-
ly that's the consensus, that tax differentials do not lead to major
migrations among States, among regions.

To that extent, therefore, one cannot escape, using the adminis-
tration's argument again-one cannot escape the high taxes for re-
distribution but, rather, one tends to put up with it and simply
pays it. To that extent, the deductibility softens that.

Representative OBEY. So your argument is that there may be
minor movement of people through time, especially from the cen-
tral cities to suburbs but that the most likely impact in the high
tax States, if that deduction is eliminated, is pressure from the seg-
ment of the population most affected to reduce the level of services
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within that State which are causing the pressure on them for those
tax payments.

Mr. OAKLAND. I think that's a fair assessment and we shouldn't
underestimate the power of that group.

I also would point out that the business community will also-
there will also be that heightened competition for business firms
which will also put the same downward pressure on the level of
services provided by State and local governments.

Mr. MINARIK. If I could add just a little bit there, Mr. Chairman,
I think Bill was making a point earlier that when we talk about
this kind of a change having an effect we don't necessarily believe
that people now living in the District will get up and move to Vir-
ginia in great or even significant numbers.

I think the issue becomes when a person who lives in the District
is offered a job somewhere else, another region of the country en-
tirely, when he considers his spendable income here in the District
considering the taxes that he has to pay, will he be likely to move
somewhere else in the country? When he moves, then another
question becomes, what can he get for his property?

If paying District income and property taxes is an unavoidable
aspect of buying a house in the District and somebody else is
moving to the area and is looking for a house either in the District
or in Virginia, he doesn't have the cost of picking up and moving
from the District to Virginia. He's moving anyway. The question is,
Where does he want to buy?

And one would expect that if the marginal cost in terms of taxes
of living in the District becomes greater relative to Virginia, that
people moving into the area will look more favorably on homes in
Virginia and therefore one would expect property values in the
District to either decline or rise less rapidly than they otherwise
would and property values in Virginia to rise perhaps more rapidly
than they otherwise would.

So the changes may be marginal and they may be small, but
they will be felt in the District because of that relative tax advan-
tage and the shift in the terms of trade between District and Vir-
ginia properties that would occur.

Representative OBEY. Congressman Stark.
Representative STARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You said quite eloquently, Mr. Minarik, when you suggest in

your testimony that the middle-income homeowner wonders why
the oil and gas lobby got away essentially scot-free, and I'm not
sure that's the issue. I don't think anybody in this room really
thinks that anybody should have been let out of the box if we're
truly going to do reform. So here's just one other problem we're
faced with, a group saying let's let this deduction out and if we let
many more out, then we might as well give up in the Ways and
Means Committee in terms of doing anything.

I'd like to back up and see whether any of you gentlemen know
how this State and local tax deduction got into the code in the first
place, as oil depletion snuck in and we had trouble getting it out.
Does anybody remember why we put the deduction of State and
local income taxes in to begin with? None of you are old enough to
remember.

Mr. MINARIK. Remember is not the word.
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Mr. OAKLAND. I remember seeing some references to that and I
believe it was in a study by the Congressional Research Service.

Representative STARK. Let me refresh your mind. It was when
the marginal rates were 90 percent and if' in fact we had not, we
would have had some people paying in effect more than 100 per-
cent of their marginal income over $100,000 and it was decided in
the wisdom of the then Ways and Means Committee and the
Senate Finance Committee that that was more than the public
would stand for.

So in an effort to keep the marginal rate below 100 percent in
the aggregate-and this happened to be in the early 1940's-we de-
cided to allow the deductibility of State and local taxes as a sop to
those poor folks in those days grossing out over $100,000 a year
who were in the 90-percent bracket.

Now, like too many tax advantages to the rich that get into the
code, they become like dog poop on your shoe and they are very
hard to get rid of and the harder you stamp on them, the worse
they become.

These deductions I think your statement indicates are regressive,
probably elitist. We are leaving in one of the major tax advantages
to the homeowner, which is the deductibility of home mortgage in-
terest, which I would gladly trade if you want for this, which would
bring us in much more revenue, but we continue to discriminate
basically against the poor, the renter, and that hardly seems like
something that reform ought to continue to do.

One of the things that you overlook in your testimony is that for
those States that use the Federal code as a base, we will broaden
their base in the State collection of income tax by the Federal
broadened base and there will be some diminishing then of the
effect on the States which may lose revenue because they can't
raise their taxes. That ought to be cranked into your calculations. I
hope, Mr. Oakland, you took cognizance of that in your report to
the Treasury.

As to tax on the tax, assuming that you all represent the States,
you are in the minority because States don't happen to think this
is a tax on a tax. Only seven States allow the deductibility of corpo-
rate income tax and only 16 States allow the deductibility of Feder-
al income tax for individuals from their own State tax calculations.

So that you've got to have the argument both ways. These argu-
ments should really be in fact doubled-edged swords.

The President says that 80 percent of the people are going to pay
the same or less tax. That I will reserve the right to review as we
go through the hearings on this and see how that shakes down.

But the other point is, you keep bringing up education. One
thing is that if you assume that only those third of the population
who itemize are the people who control State governments-and
that may very well be the case in many States-that's unfortunate
and undemocratic, but it may, for instance, in Alabama, Mississip-
pi, Virginia, Louisiana be the case, that the States are controlled
and their local government by the very rich and the very powerful.
You have all seen the battles we have had with education there,
where the continuing public support of public education is reserved
largely for minorities and it is continually decreased as the very
rich who probably we assume itemize continue to create private
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schools in an attempt to get them tax deductible through a series
of Bob Jones type flim-flams on the code.

So I guess what I'm saying is that as a fairly regressive tax,
there's very little that can defend leaving it in, particularly, as Mr.
Minarik suggested, it was the last item on the agenda as compared
with the deductibility of intangibles, 6,000 barrels a month on de-
pletion hardly sounds like a very "Mom and Pop" operation to
me-that's patently more unfair.

But I just think this is one of the many items that if we let it out
of the box we may very well end up with no reform. There will be
no argument that we could lower the marginal rate and at some
point the marginal rate if it got low enough this would be an aca-
demic exercise, but I'm afraid that absent some-if we were to
argue Treasury I, and this was basically one of the few things that
was left in, I would ask you, would your feelings be different, Mr.
Minarik?

Mr. MINARIK. Could I go back to the beginning, Congressman
Stark, if I could?

Representative STARK. Sure.
Representative OBEY. Would you yield for one second?
Representative STARK. Sure.
Representative OBEY. I just wanted to bring to your attention, in

light of your recitation of history, that the first Form 1040 in 1913
contained a deduction for State, county, school, and municipal
taxes.

Please proceed.
Mr. MINARIK. I think the fine print on that, Mr. Chairman and

Congressman Stark, has to do with the fact that State income taxes
were a relatively recent invention. If my memory serves me cor-
rectly-and I don't think memory is exactly the right word-but I
believe that Wisconsin was the first State to have a State income
tax and it's probably the only one that predates the Federal income
tax.

Representative OBEY. Two.
Mr. MINARIK. OK. And many State income taxes only came into

being after the Federal income tax and I would suspect that the
fine print of the law did not include the specific item of an income
tax as being deductible against the Federal income tax.

Representative STARK. That was the change in the 1940's and
Congress Obey is right.

Mr. MINARIK. So I think that one might make the argument that
that change was perhaps a recognition not only of the reality of
cascading tax rates, but also of bringing the code up to date with
the State and local menu of taxes that were used.

I think you are correct, Congressman Stark, in saying that there
is an important issue of whether the tax on the tax argument has
any merit, and it is certainly true that once tax rates go below a
certain point that the cascading issue becomes a lot less important.

I think it's probably true that States are less likely to allow a
deduction for the Federal income tax simply because their margin-
al rates are low enough that that deduction will not have an awful
lot of effect.
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I think when you get to the question of overall progressivity of
the tax system, we have to take into account that the overall pro-
gressivity really is the result of a lot of aspects of the tax law.

One thing we could do if we wanted to make the tax system
more progressive would be to eliminate all itemized deductions
which have the upsidedown subsidy aspect.

Another thing we could do would be to convert those itemized de-
ductions to credits so they would have the same value for all tax-
payers.

And I might suggest that if we feel that we have to leave some
itemized deductions in the code, for whatever reason, that's one
way to go in reforming the tax system to avoid the regressive as-
pects of the itemized deductions that we have now.

As I pointed out in my statement, that's one aspect of the Brad-
ley-Gephardt plan that I think might merit some examination
under these circumstances.

But I think you have to take into account that whether the over-
all progressivity of the system is desirable or not is not merely a
function of the itemized deductions that we allow. If we think that
the system is not sufficiently progressive as the President proposes
it, we have many alternatives. One of them is to eliminate the
itemized deductions, but the other is simply to change the rate
structure or perhaps to put. in greater low income relief. And one
thing that I think the Congress should consider with the Presi-
dent's plan is a larger zero-bracket amount than the President pro-
poses and that provides more low income relief and aids people
who don't itemize.

Representative STARK. Rather than the credit?
Mr. MINARIK. That's another alternative. So there are all these

aspects that go into the overall progressivity, and I think if one is
to attempt to kill off deductibility of State and local taxes that one
should consider not only repeal of those taxes as an option but
other options that deal with the progressivity issue. There may be
other solutions to overall progressivity that work better than elimi-
nating the State and local deductions.

Representative STARK. No quarrel with that, but, unfortunately,
that's the only item on the table today, but unfortunately you are
following the same pattern that the oil companies are following
and the life insurance companies-everybody wants out. And if we
allow that, just from the standpoint of the procedural way to get to
reform, we will have no reform because your statement again is
you still have to answer to the guy next door who says, "Why my
taxes when the oil companies are home free?" No quarrel there.

But if we assume that this were the only item that was left
under Treasury I, we might think differently.

Mr. MINARIK. OK. I guess I would just refer again to the last
page of the statement where I try to point out that there are trade-
offs here, and if we're going to give ground on State and local tax
deductions we have to be tougher elsewhere. And I don't want to
be disingenuous about that at all.

Representative STARK. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Representative OBEY. At the risk of getting into a debate with
my colleague, I would simply again like to suggest, as I did earlier
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in my opening statement, that I think there is a whale of a differ-
ence between an oil company coming to the Congress and asking
for a continuation of a special favor for a stockholder and a State
government asking that their ability to continue to provide services
to people who are voters rather than stockholders with a special
financial interest, so that that State can continue to provide serv-
ices to the population of that State. In many cases the States in
question have no ability to tax oil, have no ability to tax gas, have
no ability to tax coal, have no ability to export the cost of providing
those public services to other taxpayers who are not taxpayers
within the State in question. That is a major, major difference be-
tween the review of this item and the review of the more narrowly
based items which provide more narrowly based benefits.

One other question. In your judgment, what would be the impact
of eliminating the State income tax but continuing to provide the
deductibility of the local property taxes? What impact do you see
on that?

Mr. RAIMONDO. Mr. Chairman, I would think that's exactly the
wrong direction to move in. If you were to eliminate the deduction
for State and local income taxes, but keep the deduction for proper-
ty taxes, I think you are setting up a situation-I'm not sure what
the magnitude of it would be-but you are setting up a situation
where State and local governments would have to turn potentially
more and more to property taxes.

I don't know if they really would, but at least you're boxing them
in so that their alternative for revenues is to look to regressive
taxes, one of these being the regressive property tax.

One of the features that I think is attractive about the deduction
is that it sets up an opportunity to encourage States to reform
their taxes so that they become more progressive. Here you would
be doing exactly the opposite and setting up an incentive for them
to turn to regressive property taxes.

Now let's take it one more step. Given the property tax revolt
and people's opposition and hostility to property taxes, it's not im-
mediately clear to me that State and local governments would have
much option in turning to the property tax. Of course, if they did,
all of the comments that may colleagues have mentioned with re-
spect to property values and home sale prices would take effect.
Also, there would be an intensified interstate business competition.

But I think the other alternative that has to be explored is that
if the alternative is to turn to the property tax, but local govern-
ments or State governments have already imposed limitations on
how much property taxes or how fast property tax liabilities can
grow, then you're cutting off yet another revenue source to State
and local governements, particularly local governments, particular-
ly in the area of education, and it raises the specter that over the
long haul, service provision will be damaged.

Again, I bring back a point that I introduced in my statement.
As the testimony and comments have unfolded here, again and
again you have heard in comments from the witnesses and implied
in your questions that there is a "get-you-later" approach to this
policy. We are going to see some very adverse effects down the
road. One of them may be that if you eliminate the deduction for
the State income tax, but not for the property tax, States will view
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the property tax as a way to go. But the property limit laws in
most States will cut off the use of the property tax. Down the road
we're going to see a slowdown, if not a complete deterioration, in
service provisions in many local governments, particularly school
districts which rely so heavily on the property tax.

Representative STARK. If the chairman would yield, as near as I
can calculate, it's in round figures, $24 billion of the loss would
come out of the State and local taxes other than owner-occupied
homes. I presume that includes sales tax. And the property tax is
about $10.7 billion. So roughly-and I can't break out the sales tax
right here yet. So basically you would get only about a third of the
savings if you left the property tax in.

Mr. OAKLAND. May I comment on this?
Representative OBEY. Sure.
Mr. OAKLAND. I think it's dangerous thing-this "get-you-

later"-if you would allow some taxes to be deductible and others
not. Now we do disallow certain taxes currently, like gasoline taxes
and tobacco taxes, but those are relatively modest and the gasoline
tax is a benefit tax.

As I pointed out in my statement, if you disallow a personal tax
deduction, you're going to move toward business taxes, and if you
have only one form of general tax deduction-say property tax-
you're going to tilt the system in that direction as well as toward
business taxes.

Finally, let me say that I think the disparity among States may
be greater if you start singling out individual taxes. Some States
have no sales taxes, for example, and its proposed to eliminate de-
ductibility of sales tax. I think that would provide a very nonuni-
form set of taxes around the country.

So I would hesitate to single out particular taxes for deductions.
Either we should have none of them or we should have all of them.

Representative OBEY. Mr. Minarik, you referred to Bradley-Gep-
hardt and the way it handled this problem. Correct me if I'm
wrong. My understanding is that the way that proposal handles
this problem and picks up enough additional revenue is because it
allows the deductibility of for instance, State income taxes, but
only at the bottom rate level.

If you were to follow that track rather than the President's
track, you would be talking about having to make up essentially-
it is $12 billion from other sources?

Mr. MINARIK. That would be probably a reasonable rough esti-
mate, Mr. Chairman. I can't tell you precisely how much revenue
that particular provision would provide, but you would regain a
substantial fraction of the revenue lost that the Treasury would
face, which is of the total of $35 billion. I would imagine that you
would be talking about something in the neighborhood of $10 to
$15 billion of that $35 billion that you would still need to make up.

Representative OBEY. OK. Again, you have all referred to this in
your statements but I'd like to have in the record your responses to
this particular question.

The argument is often made that one reason for eliminating this
deductibility of this item is that after all you simply have high
income areas rewarding themselves with high levels of services and
so, therefore, you encourage efficiency and you encourage resist-
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ance to nonessential spending if you eliminate this deduction. I
know that's the argument that the Senator from my own State
makes, who is on the Kemp-Kasten bill.

I would like you now to lay out again for the committee what are
some of the factors that go into determining levels of taxation in
addition to a desire to have a "high" level of services? What are
some of the other factors involved that require one locality versus
another one and one State versus another State to have a higher
tax rate?

Mr. RAIMONDO. Mr. Chairman, it would be very neat if we looked
at these numbers across the country and those dollar amounts ac-
tually reflected differentials in public services. So we could easily
say that Louisiana has roughly a third or 40 percent of the services
available in California. Unfortunately, the dollar differentials do
not tell the story of what the service levels are.

We may well discover that services in one State as compared to
another State are affected by the cost of these services, the cluster-
ing or the demography of the people in those areas, what the serv-
ice levels are in those areas, the income capacity of the State to
pay for taxes, even the industrial mix within a State can have a
big impact on its per capita spending levels. I come from a State
which is trying to spend more and more money on environmental
protection on its toxic waste cleanup. That's going to reflect itself
in higher per capita spending.

Whether it's the demographic makeup of the people, the cost of
the services that are provided, the different services that are pro-
vided, or the industrial mix that we find across the country, and
last, the income capacity that we find across the country, that's
what's buried in those numbers. Those numbers do not just show
service quality. Some part of that number may be service quality,
but another chunk of it is service cost.

It's very difficult to point to that map and look at the high tax
States and say that here we have-to use a phrase-gold-plated
services. Perhaps some of them are. We are discovering in reviews
of the Federal, State, and local budgets that there are gold-plated
services in every part of the budget. So I'm sure there may be some
in domestic spending, as well as in military spending, but it's very
difficult to know what those numbers represent. What I'm saying
is it's not enough to just look at those differentials, look at the de-
ductions, and say let's eliminate the deduction because then we can
penalize the high tax States. It's a much more complicated problem
than that and we have to look at the various elements that I have
mentioned to know exactly what those numbers represent.

Again, I would just mention an issue which we have all made at
one point or another. Within the State and local systems there's a
whole lot of redistribution going on. Even if you want to take those
numbers at face value, we have a situation where high tax people
are paying for services that low income people enjoy. That's one of
the benefits of the deduction. The Federal Government is stepping
in and encouraging States to do that kind of tax and expenditure
policy. Its elimination has the Federal Government turning its
back on this State-level redistribution.

Representative OBEY. Congressman Stark.
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Representative STARK. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to compliment you
on having these hearings. I think this has taken some of the heat
off the Ways and Means Committee. It's a major issue for six or
seven high income tax States and I don't know whether the com-
mittee would rather have us take away the deductibility of home-
owners' mortgages, which is probably more fair per capita, but we
then get into the political considerations. Whether this will survive
or not, I'm not sure. I share the panel's feeling that there are a lot
worse and egregious loopholes that ought to be dealt with first. I
hope we could do that and then perhaps we could get to what I
think you asked, Mr. Minarik, is that if we could push the deduct-
ibility down against the lowest bracket only we would be more pro-
gressive and eliminate some of the regressive or elitist or whatever
kinds of perjorative phrases I can think of for doing this, and that's
very much a possibility I suspect in our deliberations, if I interpret
what the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee indicated.
What will be the effect on the Senate side is beyond my capacity to
predict, but I thank you for holding these hearings. They have been
most informative.

Representative OBEY. Thank you.
Mr. OAKLAND. Could I just make an appeal, if you use a mini-

mum bracket rate consider as an alternative putting a floor on the
credit on the deduction; I think that would be a good deal fairer.

Representative OBEY. I'm sorry, I didn't understand.
Mr. OAKLAND. Putting a floor on the deduction rather than using

the low bracket rate.
Representative OBEY. Thank you. I'd just like to make just a

short comment in closing.
I don't think that this is just a problem which affects a small

number of States. If you take a look at the list of States that are
affected significantly by this plan and negatively, you see Connecti-
cut, Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont, Wisconsin, and
California to some degree. You have a lot of votes there very quick-
ly in the House and I'm certainly sensitive to the need not to try to
reward high income taxpayers. I think my record bears that out.
But the fact is that I think the panel has made very clear today
that we are not talking about an issue here which simply affects
the convenience of high income taxpayers. We are talking about
the ability of the Federal system to continue to experiment, the
ability of the States within the Federal system to try to go their
own way in supporting the values that each of those States has so-
cietally and culturally. You're talking about the ability of States
which do not have the tax base that States with oil, gas, coal, and
so forth, have, to continue to provide quality level services not just
to high income people but to very low income people as well as the
middle class.

And I cannot help but believe that one of the reasons-at least in
the minds of some-for pushing this deduction totally out the door
is the desire that some people have in this government to continue
to pursue the goal of removing the ability of government to amelio-
rate social consequences or to affect social consequences and ame-
liorate social differences in this country. I cannot help but believe
that at least one of the goals certainly as exemplified by the state-
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ments of one of the authors of one of the plans under consideration
is to create very heavy incentives for States to follow a single pat-
tern, a pattern which would reduce their ability to provide educa-
tion and welfare assistance to the population groups who really
need it and to continue the process of getting the government out
of using the income of well-off people in this society to improve the
economic and social opportunities for people who are not as well
off.

And while that may be an old-fashioned goal, I consider it to be a
very valid goal, especially at the State level, and I think there's
more than simply a tax plan in mind when you see something like
this. I think it is an effort at social reengineering in a direction
that I don't believe is healthy for the country.

But I thank you all for coming and I appreciate your time.
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Thursday, May 30, 1985.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE OBEY, CHAIRMAN
Representative OBEY. This morning we will have the second day

of hearings on the question of the elimination of the deductibility
of State and local taxes on tax returns, which was recommended by
the President in his speech to the country 1 day ago.

As the hearings yesterday indicated, the consequences of this
change in tax policy go far beyond those argued by the proponents
of such a change.

In my own personal judgment, they reflect far more than simply
a tax change. I think they reflect the basic administration ideologi-
cal goal to substantially weaken the ability of government to do
much of anything in this society, and this is simply chapter 2,
which is aimed at the ability of State and local units of government
to provide services, as opposed to chapter 1, which was aimed at
reducing that ability at the Federal level.

As the hearings indicated yesterday, these consequences include
a reduction in resources available for American education and cut-
backs in a variety of other State and local services. They also in-
clude an increased disparity between States and their ability to at-
tract industry, a disparity which will benefit States and localities
which are able to transfer tax burdens through methods such as
severance taxes or isolate themselves from a variety of responsibil-
ities which most taxpayers have to bear.

One issue which arose during the hearing yesterday which I
would like to address for the record before I ask the witness to pro-
ceed this morning is the question of the genesis of the State and
local deduction.

It was suggested yesterday that the deduction was added to the
Revenue Code in the 1940's to offset increases in Federal tax rates
adopted at that time.

(83)
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As I pointed out then, that is not correct. The deduction was not
added in the 1940's, but it was included in the original 1913 law
and was one of the few items on the first IRS tax form used in
1913.

Further research by the staff of this committee indicates that the
deduction predates even the 1913 law. In 1861, an income tax was
adopted to fund the Civil War. State income taxes were exempted
from double taxation in that law, as well. This deduction has his-
torically been a matter of tax equity and an important principle in
Federal-State relations.

This morning we will explore a second possible consequence of
the elimination of this deduction, the impact which it will have on
the bond market and the ability of States and communities to go
into that market.

Before we get to the witness on that subject, I want to make one
additional point. Treasury Secretary Baker yesterday in several
interviews suggested that the elimination of this deductibility was
simply the elimination of a subsidy which 35 States which don't
need it provide to the taxpayers in the 15 States who have been
getting good use out of it.

I want to point out that the Secretary simply has his facts wrong
and his numbers wrong.

When you take Federal spending, when you take Federal taxes
collected on a State-by-State basis, corrected for the deficit, the re-
sults show the following:

My own State provided the Federal Government with $2.3 billion
more in taxes than they received back. Illinois lost $9.3 billion.
Minnesota lost $1.7 billion. Michigan lost $5.3 billion. Connecticut
$700 million. New Jersey $8.8 billion, and New York $4 billion.

These are not States who have been subsidized by other States.
These are States who have been providing a much greater share of
the national tax burden than they would like to provide, very
frankly. These are States who, if anything, have been subsidizing
other areas of the country, and I think that that fact ought to be
clear.

I would like to make one other point. In light of the fact that the
Secretary and other administration proponents yesterday also had
been indicating that this deduction goes only for-or is of primary
benefit, I should say, to high income taxpayers, the New York
Times, in a very clear editorial, I think, pointed out just the oppo-
site. They pointed out that while at first blush, this benefit might
appear to accrue only to those who are high-income taxpayers, I
would point out one additional fact which was made clear by the
hearing yesterday. It is middle-income taxpayers and high-income
taxpayers who are saddled with the essential burden in a civilized
society of providing services that are needed for the education,
transportation, and welfare of the poor. Nowhere do they do that
more than in some of the States who are most threatened by the
elimination of this deduction. And the only break that those
middle- and high-income taxpayers get, who carry that very large
burden of supporting the poor in our society, is the recognition of
that fact by their ability to deduct from the Federal taxes what
they pay in State and local taxes.
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So this would be, at first glance, an attack on middle-income and
high-income taxpayers, who at least would appear to benefit more,
but the real people who would be under the gun by the elimination
of this deduction would be the people who rely on the generosity of
the middle class in order to support needs which they cannot afford
to meet on their own.

I think it's essential in the interests of social stability to recog-
nize that fact.

Having said that and gotten that off my mind, I would now like
to ask our witness to proceed.

Our witness is Freda Stern Ackerman, executive vice president
and director of the Municipal Department of Moody's Investors
Service, who will describe what her view is, in terms of the impact
of this recommendation on the financial creditworthiness of State
and local governments.

Ms. Ackerman, would you please proceed.

STATEMENT OF FREDA STERN ACKERMAN, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR, MUNICIPAL DEPARTMENT,
MOODY'S INVESTORS SERVICE, NEW YORK, NY
Ms. ACKERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As is the case when-

ever we are asked to comment broadly on implications to credit
ratings of a new piece of proposed legislation, whether Federal,
State, or local, we begin by reiterating that although credit ratings
are assigned using a basic, industrywide, time-proven methodology,
each rating is unique and the individual characteristics of the par-
ticular issue being analyzed are of paramount importance in the
rating process. That being said, we can nevertheless comment on
some of the possible effects that the administration's tax plan may
have on municipal credit ratings.

My remarks today will cover the general thrust of the tax plan
concerning municipal credits and what some of the possible impli-
cations to State and local governments may be.

The context in which the tax plan is being proposed is well
known to all of us. There is a huge Federal deficit, unprecedented
in size. The administration is seeking ways to reduce that deficit
without contemplating any new or direct sources of Federal tax-
ation. By stressing the sound financial condition of State and local
government and citing large surplus accumulations by these units,
the tax plan can be said to be an attempt to shift a portion of the
Federal Government's deficit onto State and local governments.

The other major component of the tax plan has to do with the
issue of where the ability of State and local governments to issue
tax-exempt securities derives. Is it a gift of the Federal Govern-
ment which can be taken away at its discretion, or is it rooted
in the doctrine of reciprocal immunity and embedded in the U.S.
Constitution?

My remarks today will focus on the first component, those por-
tions of the tax plan relating to the financial condition of State and
local governments.

There are three major components of the tax plan, three "as-
saults," if you will, that most severely affect State and local units.
They are a general or direct assault on the overall attractiveness of
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municipal bonds, with the proposed reduction of maximum individ-
ual tax rates to 35 percent; a repeated assault on State and local
governments, with the proposed elimination of tax exemption for
certain types of municipal bonds, depending on purpose and use of
proceeds; and a direct assault on the financial condition of State
and municipal units with the proposed elimination of deductibility
of State and local income taxes from Federal tax returns which has
direct implications to credit standing.

The general assault of the proposed reduction in tax rates is
most open to debate as to its effects on the future attractiveness of
municipal bonds to investors, when considered together with those
portions of the tax plan to eliminate what have been characterized
as "loopholes." On its face, looked at in isolation, a reduction of the
maximum individual tax rate to 35 percent will, needless to say,
substantially reduce attractiveness of municipal bonds.

This is of particular concern, as the vast majority of end buyers
of tax exempt bonds in the last 2 to 4 years have been middle-
income individuals. However, arguments have been made that if si-
multaneously with the reduction in tax rates, other types of tax-
sheltered investments are eliminated, those municipal bonds re-
maining in the high market as tax exempt, will have less competi-
tion and will attract a solid following of investors.

Few people argue that a reduction in the size of the Federal defi-
cit will be better for State and local units and will probably create
more stability in the credit markets. However, the uncertainty as
to what final adopted legislation will include, leads at this time to
real concerns as to the future ability of State and local govern-
ments to obtain sufficient capital funds at affordable interest rates.

The repeated assault on the eligibility of certain bonds as tax
exempt is a battle which has been fought many times before. The
cutoffs of certain types of municipal bonds, namely, industrial de-
velopment revenue bonds, pollution control revenue bonds, incorpo-
rated within these two, certain types of revenue bonds issued for
what the administration considers "private purposes," such as air-
ports, hospitals, housing, universities, and others, would, if adopted
into law as now proposed, have two immediate effects. One would
be to raise the cost of borrowing for State and local units of govern-
ment and the other would be to put enormous pressure on general
obligation debt ceilings and pressure on those revenues, namely,
property taxes, which normally provide support for general obliga-
tion bonds. Whether pressure to provide investors with higher in-
terest rates on a limited amount of future bonds either tax exempt
or taxable, issues for municipal purposes, would continue for any
long period of time is uncertain. It's possible that rates would even-
tually stabilize; but at what final level and at which point in the
future, are two questions which remain unanswered.

There are enormous demands for capital funds at the State and
local level. The conditions of the infrastructure nationwide is weak.
These demands cannot be funded out of current revenues. They re-
quire a broad array of various types of debt instruments, now pro-
posed to be eliminated. Most units of government are very interest-
rate sensitive and their ability to play the market is not nearly as
great as that of private corporations. Despite the advent of all sorts
of new financing techniques, such as variable rate demand obliga-
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tions, which are much more market and interest-rate sensitive
than straight serial maturities or term bonds, the budgeting proc-
ess of State and local governments are such that flexibility as to
rate levels and timing of obtaining capital funds are limited.

Most States have interest-rate ceilings and most projects under-
taken have specified timeframes. Even though bond buyers are be-
coming more sophisticated, as are government finance directors,
nontraditional types of debt structures raise their own questions as
to implications to basic credit quality. Variable rate demand obliga-
tions are attractive at the time of initial issuance, but the credit
analyst must determine the interest rate exposure of the issuer
over the life of the issue, which may look far less attractive, if over-
all interest rate levels rise from what they were at the time of sale.

With the proposal for fewer types of bonds being issued as tax
exempt, cause issuers will obviously have to compete more directly,
with the taxable market to attract investors to buy those bonds, no
longer tax exempt. That, of course, means higher yields. However,
many projects now financed by State and local governments may
become economically unfeasible at higher interest costs. This may
mean a reduction in the scope of governmental services and real
financial pressures to raise revenues either to fund more projects
directly out of current revenues or to raise revenues to support
higher yields on municipal bonds.

In any case, the restrictions on the types of debt considered as
tax exempt or public purpose by Treasury will have negative finan-
cial implications, at least in the short run.

As we have witnessed many times in the past, the debate and
proposals over what types of bonds can be issued as tax exempt cause
severe disruptions in the municipal market, and where restrictions
are, in fact, adopted, they usually prove, over the longer term, to
be ineffective. That is, when cutoffs have been legislated in the
past, we experience a surge in volume just before a deadline, and
then see subsequent issuances of debt in a slightly different form in
the future, which circumvent the intent of legislation.

The net result is usually not that different from what things
were like before the limits were imposed, but only after issuers
have had to pay a price in real dollars.

The direct and most serious assault on the fiscal and economic
integrity of State and local governments comes in the form of the
third part of the tax plan. The deductibility issue for State and
local taxes could have far-ranging effects on State and local units.

And I just wanted to also add that I have just come back from
the Government Finance Officers Association's annual conference,
this year in Chicago, and the deductibility issue was really a focus
of the majority, I think, of the local finance officers that were in
attendance at the conference, the GFOA, itself, coming out against
the elimination of deductibility and a lot of finance officers that
stopped by to talk to us, including the treasurer of the city of Mil-
waukee, the treasurer of the State of Michigan, really cited the
elimination of deductibility as one of the most serious concerns
that they had.

The adoption of this provision of the tax plan probably holds the
most serious consequences for State and local credits, especially
those with currently high tax burdens. A direct result could be
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even higher tax burdens in a lot of States which has negative im-
plications to future economic growth as well as to future funding of
social service programs.

Without sounding too alarmist, taxpayers nationally have dem-
onstrated in recent years their sensitivity to increasing tax burdens
and these so-called tax revolts could increase in frequency as a
direct result of the elimination of deductibility of State and local
taxes. There will be a perceived, and in some cases a real, increase
in the cost of funding local services caused by the elimination of
deductibility. Although, Federal tax burdens are proposed to be
lowered, certain State and local burdens will increase as a result of
this tax plan. Although not strictly comparable in its provisions, it
might be useful to review briefly proposition 13 adopted in July in
1978 in California to gain some perspective on the implications of
the current tax plan.

The environment in which proposition 13 was adopted into law
was one in which the State of California had accumulated a very
large surplus. This is comparable to the current assertion that
State and local governments nationally have accumulated large
surpluses themselves.

One direct result of proposition 13 was the virtual elimination of
general obligation debt issuance in the State. This has resulted in
far less traditional types of debt issuance in California and has put
pressure on local governments in the State to maintain their exist-
ing infrastructure.

Although numerous alternative means of obtaining capital funds
have been used, particularly certificates of participation and short-
term borrowing, both of these alternative means have had credit
implications to ratings. Certificates are not viewed as strongly se-
cured as general obligation bonds and basic governmental activi-
ties, particularly for urban areas, like street and road mainte-
nance, are not well accomplished by the use of certificates. In-
creased use of short-term debt can have credit implications if debt
structure becomes unbalanced. The reduction in property tax rates
and local revenue raising abilities can be seen as parallel to the
other two portions of the administration's tax plan.

What we've seen in California since proposition 13 is an expand-
ed role of the State government in most local units, particularly
school districts. This has created more pressure on the State's
budget, has led a lot of local units to increase user fees and to cut
back the scope of services previously financed from property taxes.
It has also led to increased short-term borrowing in amounts great-
er than before and at earlier times in the fiscal year than before in
order for local units to maximize arbitrage earnings from unspent
note proceeds, not a very reliable or predictable revenue source.

Limits on types of municipal bonds and taxing and revenue-rais-
ing abilities have been around for many years. The usual effects of
these kinds of measures are twofold: They act as an incentive to
State and local governments to find ways to circumvent those
limits, most of which usually result in weaker security arrange-
ments, and they usually have the effect of diminishing financial
flexibility, which can easily lead to deficit conditions.

The tax plan's intent, in addition to shifting a portion of the Fed-
eral deficit to the State and local level, also proposes to alter dra-
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matically intergovernmental fiscal relationships and appears to
have the implication of severely reducing whatever surplus accu-
mulations there are or of creating deficits at the State and local
level. These implications are even more severe when considered to-
gether with other Federal Government proposals which include the
phaseout of Federal revenue sharing and the phaseout of Federal
operating subsidies for mass transit.

Additionally, many State and local units already have debt limits
of varying kinds. As credit analysts, debt limits can often be consid-
ered as a negative rather than as a positive factor because all too
often they act as an incentive to units of government to find ways
to circumvent those limits leading to a poor debt structure. Issuers
have enormous demands for capital funds and if traditional means
of raising those funds are curtailed, ways will probably be found to
access the market but at a real cost to the issuer. Where debt
limits have existed in the past, the most usual way around them
has been to create nondebt debt; that is, some form of contingent
liability which is legally not considered direct debt of the issuer.

Because these types of bonds, like lease rental bonds and certifi-
cates of participation, may not generally be as well secured as
straight general obligation or revenue bonds, they usually result in
lower credit ratings and cost the issuer more. Credit quality is also
likely to be negatively affected if governments must directly fi-
nance a majority of those projects previously financed by revenue
bonds.

The deductibility provision of the tax plan may have a direct
effect of reducing surpluses at the State and local level although
Treasury has been citing statistics of large surplus accumulations
for State and municipal governments, we really have not seen the
same level of financial strength in those issues we rate and we rate
about 90 percent or so of all issues which come into the municipal
market.

A number of units are coming out of the throes of the national
recession and appear to be beginning to benefit from the recovery.
But many are still depressed economically and many no longer
enjoy previous levels of economic stability. For example, many
credits with economies based in part on oil and gas-related reve-
nues are experiencing financial strains once unimagined.

This portion of the tax plan puts the Federal Government in the
position of forcing State and local units to make a tradeoff between
surplus and taxes. If State and local units are faced with the elimi-
nation of the present deductibility some entities may face pressures
to reduce their own taxing levels which could lead to reduced reve-
nues and may result in the reduction of surpluses for those units
that have them. This may have a negative effect on credit ratings.

State and local governments are innovative and resilient as I
said at the beginning of my remarks. Credit ratings are assigned on
a case-by-case analysis. Numerous units of government with re-
stricted revenues and narrow economies can achieve favorable rat-
ings if management strives 'to operate within its resources. Al-
though this can sometimes be a painful process for taxpayers,
when the resolve to maintain stability in the face of adversity can
be demonstrated, credit ratings need not suffer. However, when
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limits are imposed from above rather than from within, the ability
to manage well becomes a most difficult task.

An analysis of rating changes in 1984 made at Moody's reveals
that lowerings far outnumbered rating increases. In 1984, 212 rat-
ings were downgraded exclusive of ancillary and dependent ratings
while only 84 ratings were upgraded. These numbers are compara-
ble to the number of rating changes made in 1983 both downgrad-
ings and upgradings. These actions speak to the fact that the size
of a surplus for any one unit of government is not necessarily the
most important factor in a credit rating. Many other factors are
equally of importance. Some of these may now be jeopardized.

As now proposed, we feel the tax plan may have serious implica-
tions to credit ratings. Consequently, we will be carefully monitor-
ing congressional actions concerning the tax plan and will be, as
the year progresses, reviewing those ratings which in our opinion
will be most affected. Thank you.

Representative OBEY. Thank you very much. I'd just like to walk
you through a series of questions which might seem elementary
but I'm trying to lead to a point. Can you tell the committee what
are the most common activities or projects funded by public pur-
pose bond?

Ms. ACKERMAN. Really, just about any purpose that anyone could
think of. Highways, streets, higher education, primary and second-
ary education, airports, water and sewer service, electric power
generation. The complete array of what most taxpayers expect a
local unit of government to provide.

Representative OBEY. And why should the average taxpayer care
whether or not credit ratings of the State or locality decline?

Ms. ACKERMAN. Well, although there is not an absolute co-rela-
tion between the level of credit rating and the interest rate which
the municipality may have to pay in order to borrow money, there
certainly is an indirect correlation. Yields do vary by rating catego-
ry and the amount of interest cost for a particular capital financ-
ing directly affects the taxpayer and the level of taxes that he or
she has to pay.

Representative OBEY. I understand from your statement that
States and cities in all parts of the country might find it more diffi-
cult, more costly, to raise money to complete the kinds of projects
you just were listing for us if this proposal is accepted by the Con-
gress; is that correct?

Ms. ACKERMAN. Yes.
Representative OBEY. Is it likely to be the States and cities with

the highest current tax burden who would be the most negatively
affected by that change?

Ms. ACKERMAN. Yes, I'd agree with that.
Representative OBEY. You have spoken of the need, the enor-

mous need, for investing in public purposes such as infrastructure.
This committee 11/2 years ago commissioned a study on that very
subject. Isn't it also true that the States and cities with the great-
est needs for this kind of investments by and large, are going
to be the ones who will have to pay higher costs for the capital
investments?

Ms. ACKERMAN. In all likelihood, yes, I would agree with that.
Because I think if you look at infrastructure needs it really again
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is broad-based across the country. Obviously, those areas that are
growing rapidly like the South and the Southwest have the needs
to build the new facilities to serve their growing population but I
think in order to retain their competitiveness economically, the
older urbanized Northern and North-Central States need an equal
amount if not, in fact, larger amounts of capital funds in order to
repair and maintain existing infrastructure.

Representative OBEY. Is it possible to estimate here, or if you
can't, can you provide us with how much we might anticipate the
cost of capital for public purpose investment to increase, say, in the
next 5 years if this proposal were to be adopted?

Ms. ACKERMAN. That would be something I would be happy to
provide for you. I don't really have those statistics on hand right
now.

Representative OBEY. Is it also likely, as you imply, that some of
these States and communities which face the greatest need for
public investment would not be able to afford to raise the addition-
al capital that they would need to meet those needs?

Ms. ACKERMAN. I think that's a real likely scenario because
they'd be facing more competition, tighter competition than the
marketplace, and if there is a simultaneous elimination of deduct-
ibility as well as a real curtailment of the types of bonds that can
be issued as tax exempt. One alternative, I suppose, although not a
very viable one for some high tax States would be the issuance of
taxable debt which obviously would be far more expensive than the
issuance of tax exempt debt.

Representative OBEY. I can't help but observe-I notice in your
statement a reference to the innovative nature of State and local
governments finding other instruments to use in order to finance
debt.

I can't help but recall that when I was in the Wisconsin Legisla-
ture, at that time we had a constitutional prohibition on State
debt. And during the 6 years and 3 months that I served in the leg-
islature, the State's debt doubled because they simply set up in
those days what were known as dummy building corporations in
order to get around the State limitations. And at that time I re-
member then State Senator Gaylord Nelson running for the gover-
norship arguing that he was going to improve the creditworthiness
of the State by eliminating the prohibition on State debt, so that
you could incur directly the full faith and credit of the State
behind it in order to improve the creditworthiness of the State
which people find hard to follow, but they followed it closely
enough to elect him.

Let me pass the witness to Congressman Scheuer.
Representative SCHEUER. I wish you would pass the witness to

Congressman Scheuer. I enjoyed your statement, Ms. Ackerman.
Ms. ACKERMAN. Thank you.
Representative SCHEUER. I don't have very many questions about

it. Don't you feel it a little ironic that an administration that is de-
voted to chucking as much responsibility off of the Federal Govern-
ment and onto States and localities should be trying to penalize
those very States and localities that historically have been doing
the most and spending the most and taxing the most to provide for
their own needs.
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New York, Illinois, Wisconsin, California, Hawaii, and Pennsyl-
vania, do you have any explanation for that? That's not a really,
purely economic question.

Ms. ACKERMAN. I agree with your perception, with your charac-
terization. It seems if the administration does have the goal of re-
ducing Federal involvement in State and local affairs and finances,
that there should be a multitude of options available at the State
and local level to take on this increased burden rather than restric-
tions and curtailments in the options available at the State and
local level which comes out of this particular tax proposal.

Representative SCHEUER. They should be rewarding and encour-
aging the various States that are showing the most sense of respon-
sibility. Instead, they're penalizing the States that have tried to do
it themselves and have had the fiscal integrity and the concern for
the well-being of their own people to be willing to make extra ex-
penditures for infrastructure for education, for health services, and
to tax their people for it. Doesn't that seem somewhat bizarre to
you?

Ms. ACKERMAN. Well, we weren't consulted in the process of
Treasury's putting together these proposals but, yes, obviously,
we're very concerned about the implications.

Representative SCHEUER. As a matter of equity, who is being
hurt? According to IRS figures, over 50 percent of the people who
deduct State and local taxes earn less than $30,000, $30,000 or less,
and according to the IRS, 87 percent of people who deduct their
State and local taxes, 87 percent of them have incomes of less than
$50,000. So the vast bulk of these people-well, over half of them
make less than $30,000 and the overwhelming proportion of them
make less than $50,000. Doesn't this indicate to you that this hits
hardest at the middle class, the very middle class, that seems to be
penalized the most in the overall conception of the administration
tax plan?

Ms. ACKERMAN. Certainly from the figures you cite but I'd really
have to defer to someone with more expertise in that area since
our focus is really State and local governments rather than the
other side of the picture, the individual taxpayer.

Representative SCHEUER. You are saying, though, as I gather it,
that just as these half dozen States that I mentioned, the ones that
have been trying to make a go of it themselves, taxing their own
citizens to provide for their own needs, they are the ones who are
going to be hurt most by this provision, and they are the ones who
are going to be crippled in their efforts to financial independence
on a State level.

Ms. ACKERMAN. Yes, it would appear that way.
Representative SCHEUER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I

appreciate your testimony very much, Ms. Ackerman.
Representative OBEY. Let me ask you about education. You indi-

cated that that was one of the principal areas which required
States and cities to go into the bond market.

We had a lot of discussion recently about the need, for instance,
for large expenditures to modernize laboratories and research fa-
cilities at institutions of higher education. In fact, the House
passed a bill this last year trying to provide incentives for the
higher education community to do just that, to reequip their scien-
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tific laboratories around the country, if any of them are left that
aren't devoted to star wars research.

As I understand your testimony, it is likely that the cost of fund-
ing higher education projects would increase for State taxpayers,
especially in some higher tax States which have traditionally sup-
ported strong public higher education systems. Would that be a fair
statement?

Ms. ACKERMAN. Yes.
Representative OBEY. It is likely then that some of those States

would simply either not be willing or able politically to make in-
vestments in those new laboratories, in dormitories, in research fa-
cilities in institutions of higher education because of reduced credit
ratings and higher costs?

Ms. ACKERMAN. I would answer "yes" to that, primarily going by
past experience. We in fact have seen that occur over the last 5 or
6 years in a number of States.

Representative OBEY. Can you give us examples?
Ms. ACKERMAN. Including, to the best of my recollection-three

that come to mind are Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Michigan, each
of which, when they were facing financial strain at the State level
themselves, either cut back in the overall level of State moneys to
higher education, and one or two of them also simultaneously de-
layed payments to both higher as well as primary and secondary
education districts.

So, yes, we have seen that happen before, and I think it would be
likely to be repeated.

Representative OBEY. Let me try to get specific to try to quantify
what it is that we are talking about, and let's take a hypothetical
situation.

Suppose there was a community with a AAA bond rating in a
high tax State that decided it had to build or rebuild a major
bridge. I just had that experience in my district. It cost us $20
million.

Let's say the city decides to go ahead and go to the bond market
to raise funds for a project that will cost, say, $10 million. If we
have reductions in that city's bond rating from AAA to AA, is that
going to increase the cost of raising money for that bridge, and if it
would, is there any way of estimating by what amount it would
raise that cost?

Ms. ACKERMAN. I think it would definitely raise the cost of bor-
rowing.

I have with me a booklet that we publish on yields by rating cat-
egory for the last 25 years. Looking at last year's experience, 1984,
which was a pretty moderate interest rate environment, between
AAA- and AA-rated bonds we had about a 35 basis point spread. It
cost AA-rated credits about 35 basis points more than AAA-rated
credits to issue debt.

I think probably, since in the overall scheme of our ratings we
have less than 1 percent of our ratings at the AAA, the highest
level, perhaps an even better scenario would be a unit of govern-
ment currently rated AA whose rating would fall to the A level,
and in 1984 we had a spread in interest cost of almost 50 basic
points between those two rating levels.

So I think, yes, it certainly would be more expensive.

49-321 0 - 85 - 4
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Representative OBEY. So that way, on a $10 million bridge, what
would that increase the cost by if it were to increase by 50 basic
points?

Ms. ACKERMAN. Half a million dollars.
Representative OBEY. If we were to try to translate that into a

nationwide picture, a study on the needs of the Nation's infrastruc-
ture which was prepared by the staff of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee before I became chairman assumed-or indicated that we
needed infrastructure investment in some 23 States of about $300
billion by the year 2000. In other words, that report estimated that
cities, counties, and States would have to raise an additional $300
billion to build roads, bridges, sewer systems, water treatment
plants, et cetera, et cetera.

Now, if we suppose the overall cost of borrowing money in-
creased by the same amount you just estimated for that bridge and
if you applied that nationally using the 50 basis points gap that
you have just described, what would be the projected increased cost
of raising that $300 billion for infrastructure investment over the
next 30 years? Do you have any idea?

Ms. ACKERMAN. I would suggest that the cost would be even
higher than the example earlier, just the 50 basis point spread, be-
cause if you look at the tax plan as it now exists you really have a
compounding effect. There is a lessening of the attractiveness of
municipal bonds, therefore some degree of higher interest rates be-
cause of the reduction in overall tax levels.

That is compounded by the potential elimination of deductibility,
and then if the types of bonds which you can be issued as tax
exempt are restricted in the future and municipalities start issuing
taxable debt, I think you are talking about potentially very large
incremental additional costs of borrowing.

I would like to take a little bit more time to work up some num-
bers, and I would be happy to submit them to you at a little later
date.

Representative OBEY. Thank you. So to sum up, would you sketch
for us the likely scenario for the public purpose bond market in the
future if the Congress were to adopt the President's proposal to to-
tally eliminate the deductibility of State and local taxes?

Ms. ACKERMAN. Well, I think the key there is that it certainly
creates a climate of uncertainty, and whenever that exists in the
bond markets, in particular, there is a higher perceived level of
risk on the part of investors, and that inevitably leads to higher
interest costs.

I guess a prime example of that was during the New York City
fiscal crisis in 1975-76.

So we really see significant associated higher costs to State and
local governments because of this tax plan, therefore, as I have
said, the potential for lowered credit ratings.

Representative OBEY. We have seen a lot of stories in the media
over the past week indicating who was able to get the ear of the
Treasury and the administration between the time Treasury I was
proposed and the time the administration's plan was actually pro-
duced.

I noticed on CBS News a long piece describing the different
degree of access that representatives of the oil industry and oil and
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gas States were able to obtain in order to plead their case on the
depletion allowance and other oil and gas tax breaks. They indicat-
ed that they were able to see Treasury Secretary Baker and Mr.
Darman, his chief assistant, as well as the President himself to dis-
cuss the question. They indicated somewhat more limited access
had been provided for a number of other groups.

To your knowledge, were the leading firms in the public purpose
bond industry consulted by the Treasury Department in prepara-
tion of this tax plan?

Ms. ACKERMAN. I can certainly speak for Moody's Investors Serv-
ice, and we were not contacted. I really don't know about the other
firms in the industry, so I really can't speak to that.

Representative OBEY. Do you know whether they discussed it
with the Public Securities Association, which is the umbrella group
of the public service bond industry?

Ms. ACKERMAN. I know the Public Securities Association has in-
stigated correspondence to Secretary Baker and Mr. Darman. I
really don't know if there were responses to those questions raised.

Representative OBEY. Congressman Scheuer, do you have any
additional questions?

Representative SCHEUER. Just one last question. There are now
about $400 billion worth of State and local tax-exempt bonds out-
standing according to the Federal Reserve. A significant amount of
these is owned by the Nation's banks.

Now, if the President's tax plan reduces credit ratings and in-
creases interest rates, perhaps the 35 to 50 points that you are talk-
ing about, the value of these bonds will fall enormously, maybe in
the order of magnitude of $14 or $15 or $16 billion.

How would that affect the financial condition of the Nation's
banks that hold a high proportion of these bonds?

Ms. ACKERMAN. Again, I don't mean to sound evasive. That is
really not my area of expertise.

All I could really add in the way of trying to answer the question
is because banks are regulated both at the federal and the State
level, there usually are requirements set for the level of rating, the
level of creditworthiness of debt obligations, whether corporate or
municipal, that the are allowed to hold.

So what I would say, at the very least, is that if credit ratings
started to fall on municipal bonds you would see probably a
number of banks which would have to sell a lot of their portfolio
holdings. That obviously would cause some financial difficulty for
some of them.

But again, I think there are people more expert in the financial
condition of banks than I.

Representative SCHEUER. But if a large number of these bonds
were dumped on the market as of a certain date, which might be
required by the Fed, as you indicated, that certainly would produce
insecurity and a certain amount of chaos in the industry.

I would think over a period of time the market values would ac-
commodate themselves and over a period of time some ratings
might even improve. I would think that over the short term it
would produce a great deal of disequilibrium.

Ms. ACKERMAN. I am sure that is true.
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Representative SCHEUER. So there are real costs of this short-
term costs of insecurity, loss to investors, loss to banks, loss to the
stability of the system itself.

The administration is taking the position that it is not fair to
subsidize cities and States by ending what in effect was an arrange-
ment that eliminated double taxation. Yet they do this for foreign
governments. They allow Americans abroad to pay taxes to foreign
governments, to take full credit on that in their income tax
returns.

Why is it so much noble and righteous to give this unfair subsidy
to foreign governments, to Saudi Arabia and all the other Persian
Gulf states, than it is to give it to American cities and States and
give this same consideration to American cities and States?

Ms. ACKERMAN. Again, that is an issue that has been having a
lot of discussion over the last couple of years within the industry,
both on the private side of the industry as well as at the State and
local government level, and that is: From where does the ability of
State and local government to in fact issue tax-exempt debt derive?

I think that question has yet to be fully resolved.
Representative SCHEUER. Thank you very much, Ms. Ackerman.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative OBEY. Just one more comment. In your statement

you indicated that this recommendation can be said to be an at-
tempt to shift a portion of the Federal Government's deficit onto
State and local governments.

I think that really sums it up in a nutshell. In my judgment,
what is really happening with this recommendation is a lot of
people are being fooled by it, frankly, because it is a tough one to
explain. Financial and tax relationships always are.

But I think Mr. Stockman gave us very early warning in his At-
lantic Monthly article a number of years ago when he indicated
that the entire administration approach on the budget was simply
a Trojan Horse for the purpose of getting that top rate down, trick-
le-down economics in order to get the top rate down. That was
their main goal, and everything else is window dressing.

They accomplished half of their goal in the 1981 tax bill. In doing
that and in reducing tax rates generally, they created an enormous
deficit, as you indicate, because simultaneously with cutting those
tax rates we have seen a huge buildup on the military side of the
budget.

What is happening is that an effort is being made again to lower
that top rate and in order to do that they are trying to simply shift
a good portion of the impact to State and local governments
through the elimination of this deduction.

I don't know, I don't have the number exactly yet. Frankly, I
have had three different numbers on it for the last day and a half.
But certainly it is going to cost, I would guess, around $20 billion to
lower that top rate, somewhere within $5 billion on either side of
that. This item costs $33 billion or so.

So what is happening is that in order to finance the reduction of
the top rate for the people who are the most well off in this society,
in order to fulfill its promises to restore two-thirds of the tax
breaks for the oil and gas industry and in order to meet a few of its
other political requirements, the administration is asking the
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States to face a significant rise in their own taxes again or to
reduce services to adjust to the pressures that will result from this
recommendation.

So I think, as I said at the beginning of the hearing, this is not
just a tax plan; it is an ideological plan. It is part of an ideological
plan that would crowd out the ability of anybody but the Federal
Government to dictate basic tax policy and budget policy at the
Federal and State level.

As the panel indicated yesterday it certainly shrinks the ability
of States to follow their own stars in meeting their own social obli-
gations and budget needs.

It certainly, as George Will pointed out this morning in the
paper, makes the Federal Government the tax hog on the block. I
find it ironic that while the administration is proposing budgets
over a series of years which ask States to pick up the greater share
of the burden of educating people, providing welfare, providing
transportation services, providing mental health services-you
name it-they are also squeezing their ability to do so by attacking
this provision.

This provision is key in that ideological agenda, and I think that
is one reason why it has nothing whatsoever to do with the issue of
tax reform.

I thank you very much for coming here today.
Ms. ACKERMAN. And you are very welcome. Thank you.
Representative OBEY. The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]



APPENDIX

The Case for Eliminating Deductibility of State and Local Taxes

by

Bruce Bartlett

President Reagan's proposal to eliminate the deductibility

of state and local nonbusiness taxes from the federal tax base is

among the most controversial provisions in his tax reform plan.1/ It

is a deduction that has existed since the beginning of the federal

income tax in 1913. Nevertheless, the case for eliminating this

deduction as part of an overall tax reform is strong. Although there

is likely to be strong pressure for retaining or limiting the

scale-back of this deduction, its elimination should be strongly

supported.

Under current law a taxpayer who itemizes is allowed to

deduct from his adjusted gross income all state and local income,

sales and property taxes paid. Obviously, therefore, taxpayers who

do not itemize -- approximately two-thirds of all taxpayers -- get no

benefit from this deduction. Moreover, benefits of the taxes paid

deduction accrue largely to more wealthy taxpayers, partly because

they tend to pay more state and local taxes and partly because each

dollar of deduction is worth more the higher one's marginal tax

bracket is. Thus, a $1 deduction is worth 25 cents to someone in the

25 percent bracket but 50 cents to someone in the 50 percent bracket

in terms of tax savings. Table 1 illustrates the distribution of

benefits from the deduction for state and local taxes.

___________________

Bruce Bartlett is a senior fellow at the Heritage Foundation.
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Table 1

Percent of Total Deductions for State and Local Taxes
by Income Class, 1983

Income Class Persent

$ 0 - 9,999 0.3

10,000 - 14,999 0.5

15,000 - 19,999 1.2

20,000 - 29,999 6.1

30,000 - 49,999 25.4

50,000 - 99,999 42.0

100,000 - 199,999 14.0

200,000 or more 10.5

Source: Treasury Department.

The deduction for state and local taxes is among the fastest

growing "tax expenditures." In 1970 $32 billion of state and local

taxes were deducted. By 1983 this figure had risen to over $100

billion.2/ The Congressional Budget Office estimates that

elimination of deductibility would raise federal revenues by $176.2

between 1986 and 1990 on a static basis, in the absence of any other

tax change.3/ The Treasury Department estimates that elimination of

deductibility as part of an overall tax reform proposal which also

lowers marginal tax rates would raise revenues by $148.9 billion.4/

The difference between the two figures is largely due to the fact

that under current law the top tax rate rises to 50 percent while

under the President's proposal is would be no higher than 35 percent.

The value of deductibility is not the same for everyone, of

course. Its benefits are greatest in those states where taxes are

the highest. The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
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(ACIR) estimates the tax saving from deductibility at $263 per capita

for a resident of New York, but only $33 per capita for a resident of

Tennessee. Appendix I shows the figures for all states including the

most recent per capita income. As one can see, the federal tax

benefits from deductibility accrue mainly to the richer states.

Because the benefits of deductibility do vary so widely it

in effect constitutes a subsidy from lower-taxed states to

higher-taxed states. And because the states with heavier state and

local taxes tend to be wealthier, in terms of per capita income,

deductibility constitutes a subsidy from the poor to the rich. The

15 states with above average tax savings from deductibility, for

example, have average per capita incomes over 17 percent higher than

those states with less than average tax savings from deductibility.

Deductibility may also be seen as a subsidy from the poor to

the rich within a state as well. This is because the advantages of

deductibility accrue only to those who itemize -- generally more

wealthy taxpayers -- and not to those who use the standard deduction.

Throughout the U.S. as a whole only 37 percent of taxpayers itemize.

In the states, however, the proportion of itemizers varies from a

high of 50 percent in Utah to a low of 19 percent in West Virginia.5/

This point is emphasized by Professor Edward Gramlich of the

University of Michigan in a recent study. He makes the point that

fees and charges, which are generally more efficient methods of

raising revenue, are not deductible while less efficient sales and

income taxes are. Moreover, since far fewer than half of all

taxpayers itemize, the vast majority of voters fail to benefit from

deductibility. As Gramlich notes, "If the median, or decisive, voter
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in a community does not itemize, then the deduction does not affect

state and local spending but merely represents an unwarrented tax

break for the high-income taxpayers who do itemize."6/

Perhaps more importantly, deductibility of property taxes

represents a bias against renters in favor of homeowners. This is

because, as a 1977 Treasury study reasons, rents embody a share of

property taxes. Over time, in fact, rents will rise

dollar-for-dollar with an increase in the property tax. Yet only

homeowners will be relieved of this burden by deducting such taxes

from their taxable income. Renters will not.Z/ To the extent that

homeowners are generally wealthier than renters, therefore, this

again means that deductibility constitutes a subsidy from the poor to

the rich.

This point is also true of sales taxes, which must be paid

regardless of one's Income. Thus not only are sales taxes Inherently

regressive, but this regressivity is increased by allowing such taxes

to be deducted from taxable income. A dollar's worth of sales taxes

will cost a dollar to someone who does not itemize, or even pay any

income taxes at all because their income is too low, but will cost

someone in the top federal tax bracket only 50 cents under current

law. Again, the rich are able to enjoy government services at less

cost than the poor -- income redistribution in reverse.

As bad as this situation is, it would be worse if, as some

studies suggest, the rich were able to direct government spending

toward their own interests. Helen Ladd of Harvard notes that a

Massachusetts survey in 1980 found that 56 percent of household heads

who voted lived in households that itemized. Of 58 cities and towns
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surveyed, itemizers accounted for more than 50 percent of the voters

in all but 16.8/ Gramlich cites a 1978 Michigan survey which found

that 49 percent of Michigan voters itemized. This percentage,

however, rose as high as 60 percent in some high-income areas.9/

This suggests that wealthier voters who itemize may be

successful in raising local government spending for things they may

favor, such tennis courts or golf courses, knowing full well that the

cost to them of such services will be partially borne by the federal

government and others in the community who do not itemize. Thus

Gramlich argues that the tax code actually encourages rich people to

live together so they can export their taxes to others. "It is

hard," he says, "to imagine a consciously designed public-policy

measure having worse impacts on both efficiency and equity, in the

short and the long run, than the federal income-tax deduction for

state and local taxes. "10/

Overall, deductibility of state and local taxes has been

estimated to increase total state and local government spending by as

much as 20.5 percent, according to the Congressional Research

Service.11/ The ACIR puts it at only 7 percent -- which would still

be about $30 billion (total state and local government spending was

$434 billion in 1983).12/ Most other estimates put the figure at

13-14 percent.13/ This means that in the absence of federal

deductibility for state and local taxes state and local spending

would be about 14 percent lower and thus would fall by this amount if

deductibility were eliminated. This is not to say that it would fall

by this amount immediately, but over time one would expect state and

local spending to be 14 percent lower than it would otherwise be.
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If one could show that there is some benefit to the nation

as a whole of having state and local spending subsidized and

encouraged to this extent, it should, of course, be taken into

consideration. However, as Helen Ladd notes, to accept this argument

"one would have to believe that such spillovers are positive in

jurisdictions with large proportions of itemizing taxpayers and zero

elsewhere. In fact, the reverse is more likely to be true; that is,

positive spillovers from public sector spending are more likely in

low-income or heterogeneous cities than in the higher-income

communities where itemizing is more common."14/

Another effect of deductibility is to encourage state and

local governments to establish progressive income taxes, as opposed

to flat rate income taxes. The advantages are, as economist Edward

foscovitch notes, "the ability to shift a much greater share of the

state income-tax burden onto the Federal Government, and the ability

to increase state income-tax revenues.. without increasing taxes on

low and moderate-income families ....By shifting state taxes onto

those taxpayers in the highest Federal tax brackets, the adoption of

graduated rates increases the total amount of Federal tax savings,

and thereby reduces the total burden of a state income-tax. In

effect, adoption of graduated rates offers an opportunity for the

state to participate in a form of state-initiated revenue-sharing."

He estimated that in 1973 the state of Massachusetts could have saved

over $100 million simply by shifting from a flat-rate income tax

schedule to a progressive rate schedule.15/

This is an important problem for two reasons: First,

graduated tax rates tend to punish success -- i.e., the more
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successful one is, the more one earns, the more taxes one must

pay.16/ Second, to the extent that marginal tax rates affect

incentives it is the total tax rate that matters: the federal plus

state and local tax rates.

Marginal tax rates vary a great deal between states and

localities. Several states have no income taxes whatsoever, while

they rise to over 18 percent in other places. However, deductibility

of such taxes from federal taxable income substantially mitigates 
the

impact of such tax rates. In effect, low tax states don't benefit as

much as they should while high-tax states don't suffer as much as

they should. In short, deductibility reduces the progressivity of

tax rates.1Z/ Appendix II illustrates the impact of deductibility

and how the President's proposal will impact on taxpayers in the top

tax bracket among the different states.

Naturally, those states which presently have tax rates

substantially above average are concerned that loss of federal tax

deductibility will sharpen the differences in tax rates among the

states. They know full well that taxpayers may "vote with their

feet" and move to other states where the tax bite is lower. This

happens already even with the mitigating effects of federal tax

deductibility.Ig/ Clearly, it would increase with the loss of

deductibility.

It is worth noting that most of the states protesting most

loudly the proposed loss of tax deductibility are states like New

York which are largely controlled by the Democratic Party. In

effect, Democrats in these states have offset the loss of federal

spending under the Reagan Administration with increased state
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spending -- cushioned by the fact that increased state taxes were

partially borne by Uncle Sam. Now they fear that they will have to

cut back on the spending they have used to buy votes with. And well

they should. Loss of deductibility of state and local taxes may well

create the most powerful tax revolt pressure seen since the days of

Proposition 13 in California. It does indeed threaten the very

existence of liberal administrations throughout the country.

The transition to a lower-tax environment need not be as

painful as it might appear. Much more of what state and local

governments do, in contrast to the federal government, is deliver

goods and services to their people -- police and fire protection,

trash collection, education, parks, etc. In 1983, for example, 95.8

percent of all state and local spending went to providing goods and

services, according to the Department of Commerce, compared to only

32.9 percent of federal spending. It is much easier to shift the

provision of goods and services to the private sector or establish

user fees for their provision than such federal activities as social

security or national defense. Hence, one would expect the loss of

deductibility to produce a great deal of privatization and

contracting out of state and local government services. Numerous

studies have shown how easily this can be done.I9/

Lastly one should note that without elimination of the

deduction for state and local taxes tax reform is essentially

impossible. Without the revenue from this provision there simply

won't be enough revenue to reduce tax rates more than a very small

amount -- too little to make the exercise worthwhile. Moreover,

since most of the benefits of deductibility accrue to those with
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upper incomes it will be impossible to maintain balance among income

classes from tax reform. Therefore, those who pose themselves

against elimination of deductibility have effectively positioned

themselves against any tax reform.

This is not to say that compromise is not possible. It

might be possible to phase in the loss of deductibility over a period

of years, in order to ease its impact on state and local governments.

It might also be possible to reform the President's proposal to

provide for an additional tax bracket between the 25 and 35 percent

brackets which would ease the loss of deductibility for the vast

majority of itemizers.20/ However, we should not lose sight of the

fact that the benefits of deductibility accrue only to a relatively

small number of taxpayers in a few states. Nor should we forget the

heavy price we pay in terms of economic efficiency for a tax system

riddled with such provisions.21/ There is no question whatsoever

that the nation as a whole would be better off without the deduction

for state and local nonbusiness taxes even if tax-rates-are_not

reduced!22/ Since we would also get a cleaner, fairer, more

efficient tax system in the bargain, there is little doubt that, in

this regard, the President's tax proposal is exactly correct.
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Aanendix I

Tax Saving from Deductibility of State and Local Taxes

and Per Capita Income, 1984

State Total TaxSavings* Tax Saving_Per _aRita Per_Capita-Income**

New York $4,729 $263 $12,990

Maryland 916 211 12,994

Mass. 1,146 195 13,264

California 4,664 185 13,257

Minn. 761 161 11,913

Hawaii 179 177 12,114

Michigan 1,619 175 11,466

Delaware 107 174 12,665

New Jersey 1,277 169 14,122

Wisconsin 820 169 11,352

Conn. 480 150 14,895

Oregon 389 144 10,740

Colorado 426 137 12,770

Virginia 712 127 12,116

R.I. 123 126 11,670

U.S. 28&480 120 11658

Illinois 1,390 119 12,405

Iowa 307 104 10,705

Alaska 45 101 17,194

Nebraska 162 101 11,212

Utah 160 101 8,993

Penn. 1,199 99 11,448

Arizona 274 94 10,656
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Vermont 49 93 9,979

Kansas 218 89 12,247

N.C. 537 89 9,787

Georgia 492 86 10,379

Idaho 82 84 9,555

Ohio 904 82 11,216

Montana 64 78 9,949

S.C. 253 78 9,187

Missouri 384 76 10,969

Kentucky 280 75 9,397

Maine 87 75 9,847

N.H. 72 74 12,021

Oklahoma 240 74 10,963

Alabama 251 62 9,242

Washington 260 60 12,117

New Mexico 81 59 9,640

Indiana 320 57 10,476

Arkansas 123 53 8,967

Nevada 46 52 12,451

N.D. 31 46 11,666

Florida 478 45 11,593

Miss. 116 45 8,098

Texas 643 41 11,685

W.V. 79 40 9,159

Wyoming 20 39 11,911

Louisiana 151 34 10,270

S.D. 23 33 9,847

Tenn. 154 33 9,549

1. Millions

2. 1983

Source; ACIR.
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Highest Marginal Tax

-Ae!endix II

Rate By State Under Current Law

State

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

D.C.

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

and Reagan Proposal

Current Law*

52.5

50

54

53.5

55.5

54

56.5

56.1

55.5

50

53

55.5

53.75

51.25

51.5

56.5

54.5

53

53

55

52.5

58.75

52.66

Ran ja EPrgEgo ala

40

35

43

42

46

43

48

47.2

46

35

41

46

42.5

37.5

38

48

44

41

41

45

40

52.5

40.35
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Minnesota 58 51

Mississippi 52.5 40

Missouri 53 41

Montana 55.5 46

Nebraska 54.75 44.5

Nevada 50 35

New Hampshire 52.5 40

New Jersey 51.75 38.5

New Mexico 53.9 42.8

New York 57 49

New York City 59.15 53.3

North Carolina 53.5 42

North Dakota 54.5 44

Ohio 54.75 44.5

Oklahoma 53 41

Oregon 55 45

Pennsylvania 51.18 37.35

Rhode Island 56.23 47.45

South Carolina 53.5 42

South Dakota 50 35

Tennessee 53 41

Texas 50 35

Utah 53.88 42.75

Vermont 56.5 48

Virginia 52.88 40.75

Washington 50 35

West Virginia 56.5 48
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Sisconsin 55 45

Wyoming 50 35

*Top state tax rate plus 50 percent with deductibility.

**Top state tax rate plus 35 percent without deductibility.

Source: Calculated from ACIR data.
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